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STATEHOOD IS REPORTED

Fourth ol July

Chief of Police Killed

Death Toll Heavy

By Raton Negro

TO THE SENATE
New

York,

July

15,

i

Joseph

Rocky Ford, Colo., July 5.
Robert Harris, a negro, shot and
ftstantly killed Chief of Police A.
I. Craig and mortally wounded
J.i 0I1 Kipper, night marshal, here
list night, when the officers went
to Harris' home to place him under
arrest for creating a disturbance.
The policemen entered Harris'
home, the negro resisted arrest,
and during a scuffle, Harris seized Chief Craigs pistol Irom its holster and fired upon tht chief and
y
.
&fr
l
1 ne
lueu siioi Mlarsna. rupper.
negro fled and the greater part ol
the night was spent in pursuit ol
the murderer.

16 years old, was instantly killed today and two other boy
Washington, D. C, July 3.
his companions, were badly burnThe Committee ol the Senate hav- Traiff
Uncertainty
by a belated explosion of fireed
ing in charge the bearing! (or
Depresses
works.
Wool
The boys (uund two h'eavy
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and Joseph exploded
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of one with his jack-knifthe
contents
Boston,
Mass.,
uly
The
5.
three recommended concurrence in
When he reached the core
the Flood resolution which came uncertainty over the tariff action,
a terrific explosion. The
was
there
over Irom the House, and which at Washington is ascribed by tradIwenty-hv- e
boy
blown
was
feet and
previous to its passage in that ers as the principal reason (or the
terribly
mangled.
torn
and
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dullness
the wool market durbody, had the O. K. of the DemoA majority of the accidents last
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night
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has
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to
time Canadian reciprocity has the
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(or
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lots
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Prices
right of way, while the farmers'
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but with slightly lower tendency dges, used revolvers and ball cart
ure are securing the principal at ed,
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w
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Thret? persons were killedsand 13
of
Ohio
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of
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new
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Automobile Road,

Denver, uly 6. Governor
Shatroth today ordered out a company of militia at La Junta, Colo.,
to prevent the possible lynching
ol Hob Harris, the accused of killing Chief of Police Craig at Rocky
Ford Tuesday night. Harris was
CHptured this morning at Rocky
Philadelphia, )uly 5. A recap- Foid and hurried to La unta in
itulation of the celebration of the an automobile.
It is reported
independent day in Philadelphia that a mob is forming at Rocky
was made today and shows that it Ford to lynch him.
Captain F.
was as near an
Bartlett, of Denver, was sent
Fourth" as any one would want it to La Junta at 11 o'clock to take
It was the hottest Fourt of July in charge of the local company, and
thirteen years, and there were ir Governor Shafioth has notified
deaths from the heat and many there other compnies to be ready to
prostrations.
Twelve
persons go to the Fcene i( required. Har
were drounded in the rivers and ris was discovered in the parson
creeks about Philadelphia while age of the negro church at Rocky
bathing; there were two murders Ford.
He had two bullet wounds
several attempted murders and in the head, indicating that the ofnumerous brawls.
About four ficers had fired upon him at the
hundred persons were treated at time of attempting his arrest.
hospitals for injuries received in
While hundreds of eager citizens
handling fireworks.
were scouring the country for
Pittsburg, July 5 Three dead li s in every direction from
forty-fivinjured, six of whom Rocky Ford the culprit was safe)
may die, is the casualty list as a in their midst.
Reports of his
result of the Fourth ul July
capture came from many different
points, sent perhaps to cool the
scent until he could be taken to
salety. It was not known that he
Keep on the showery side of the
was wounded until he was found in
street.
the parsons home.

have interested themselves
Cimarron to Tao
mostly in this subject, that the passage of the statehood measure will
diaw a jiote from the President.
A 'large force of men and twenty
The New Mexico and Arizona citi- teams are at work west of Ute
zens who have been here have Park this week building one ol the
found that their suggestions for best roads in New Mexico. The
different amendments desired by section ol road l)eing worked on
them, have proven of no avail, and now is a part ol the new automothe only solace or crumb of com- bile highway to be built Irom Cimfort that has been gathered by anv arron to Taos. More than $2,000
one have been the amendments will be expended on the road from
made by the Democratic Committhis city to the site of the Eagle's
tee ol the House at the suggestion Nest dam, and when the work is
oí memliers of their uarty in New completed it will lie one of
the
Mexico. There is reason to be- most beautiful scenic highways in
lieve that the Democratic
the southwest. When the proposin control of the situation, aid- ed road from Taos to Santa Fe is
ed by the progressives, are at- completed Cimarron will be on the
tempting to get whatever they can route most traveled by those wishof party advárrtage outot the sit- ing to view the grandeurs of the
uation.
Rockies.
the proposal to
In opposition-treduce the duties on wools and
and manufactures ol wool, DeleHow to Enter
gate Cameron of Arizona pointed
the.
speech
out in the course ol his
The Office
(act that Arizona possessed a sheep
million.
one
of
about
population
Hi piled attention to the lact that
Advance Jo the inner door and
there are approximately
give three raps. The devil will
million sheep in the United States
and upon that basis the due pro- attend to the alarm. You will give
portion was contained in the Ter- your name, postotlice address and
ritory which ha represents. How- numter of years you owe for. the
ever, he directed attention to the paper. You will be admitted into
fact that there were more sheep the sanctum and will advance to
than people in Arizona, while in center of the room, where vou will Roswell (jumbling
Den Raided
the rest of the country the condi- address the editor with the followHold the right
tion was reversed. Mr. Cameron ing countersign:
said that the sheep business is not hand about two leet from the Ixidy
A skillfully wired gambling den
one of the monstrous industries in with the thumb and fingers clasp- was raided at Roswell on Saturday
bill, which you
which Arizona surpasses the world ing a
and the proprietor, Theodore
will
drop
into
the
imeditor's hand,
but he carefully impressed its
and his guests Lon
"Were you waiting foi
portance upon his fellow members saying,
Holland, Samuel Mitchell, Marcus
of Congress, and declared that the me?" The editor will grasp your Iones and V. W. Cranor who were
Democratic position in reference hand and the bill, pressing it, and playing poker were fined 50 and
to the wool tariffs contained a lot will say, "You betl"
coits each under the territorial
of buncombe, which he pointed
statute.
out in the progress of his speech.
Mr. Cameron declared:
Contract Let
"It is no mean industry that is
Saddle Stolen
For every
thus being stifled.
For Church
country
in
is
this
sheep that raised
the grower pays an average ol ft
The contract for the erection ol Tuesday night Fred Whitney rode
in wages alone, and the iggregate
of labor employed directly in the the new Methodist church building horseback to the hill north of town
business of growing sheep amounts was awarded Wednesday to Con- to view the display ol fire works,
to ffio,ooo,ooo a year. There are tractor J. E. Chesworth. The new on the return home several ol the
150,000 people in the United States building will be on the site of the party stopped at the Athletic Hall
engaged directly in the care of one that was destroyed last Febril where the big ball was in progress
and Mrs. Whitney drove home with
sheep.
There are 700,000 people arv bv the wind. It will be thirt
year
sixty
will
who
by
year
country
after
and
leet
seat the children ol Mr. Maiming. On
in the
two
hundred
people,
about
ft the way across the river the horse
(Continued on tilth paga)
will be worth in the neighliorhood broke the bridle reins with which
loe Montoya has taken charge of three thousand dollars when he was tied to the .carriage and
of the Oxford restuaraut and will completed.
Work was commenced was not found for some time. He
Ite ready to serve meals at all hours immediately and will be rushed finally came home of tits own accord, but without the saddle and
through to completion.'
to customers.
bridle. Some lover ol good riding
T. .A. Brooks, who has been
leather hud relieved the horse ol
working at the D. H. Wood saw
Iron and steel manufacturers are the necessity of taking the saddle
mill for some time, left the first of to mi .! in Belgium and discuss a home.
Mr. Whitney has spent
the week for Colorado.
His fam- world wide agreement lor making-price- some time hunting lor his property
ily will remaid in Cimarron for
stable, but not necessarily but to date has touud no trace of
awhile.
lower.
it.
who

"old-fashione-

law-make-
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.
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cele-bratio-

STROYED FROM INSIDE

r,

Kill

Owing to a barroom fight at Albuquerque, Frank A. Hubbell was
served with a warrant charging
him with assault with intent to
kill and gave Ji.ooo bail lor his
HPDeaiance in court. C. F. .SinH.
, m.rrhan, n, Bernalillo, well
known in Santa Fe was seriously
injured in the fight, being stabbed
with a small pocket knife. Hub-bepleads self defence.
Spaeder
is a large, powerful
built man,
while Hubbell is slight of stature.
The fight, it is said, resulted over
throwing dice for drinks, a pratice
that is prohibited according to late
court decisions.
ll

Uues Rock With

Fatal Results
East Las Vegas, N. M., July 5.
Word reached here this afternoon of the death at Tecolete, N.
M. of Leopoldo Montoya at the
hands of Eoatloridito Baca.
He
knocked the man down, it is said,
and beat him with a rock, inflicting injuries from which Montova
died Saturday night.
Baca is under arrest and is awaiting a hearing.
About eight years
ago he shot Moutoya through the
arm lor a fancied or real offense.
Montoya was intimate with Mrs.
Baca at that time.
Mr. Baca is a prominent sheep
man of Tecolete.
Baca admits
striking and beating the dead man
with a rock.

Stapp Succeeds

DE-

sixty-seve- n

r

With Intent to

Washington, D. C,, uly 5,
The loss of the battleship Maine
was caused by the explosion of her
three magazines. No such effect
as that produced upon the vessel
ruiild have been caused by an explosion from without.
Such is the opinion of General
William H. Bixby, chief of engineers, U. S. A. who has returned
Irom a personal inspection ol the
work of raising the Maine.
General Bixby said that a portion of the deck over the magazines were blown upward and laid
backward, and he said theie wen
numerous conditions of the hulk
which proved that no explosion
from the outside could have caused the same result.
"What the primary cause ol the
explosion was." said Ceneral, Bixby, "will never lie learned."
General Bixby docs not believe
the bodies of those who lost their

Las Vegas, N. M. Official notice of his appointment as clerk of
the court for the Fourth judicial
district has reached William B.
Stapp. Mr. Stapp will take charge
of the olfice at once, though he
will devote a short time to closing
his duties as assistant to Lorenzo
Delgado, clerk ol the probate court.
John loerns, the retiring clerk is
getting the affairs of the office in
shape to be turned over to Mr.
Stapp. Mr. Joerns will go in a
lew days U Santa Fe to assume
his duties as territorial traveling

auditor.
Mr. Stapp has had a wide experi
ence in clerical work.
Kor sever
al vears he was deputy of the
Fourth judicial district.
When
he enters be office, hangs up his
oat and rolls up his sleeves there
will be nothing for him to learn
about his new job and be will be
ready to transact business without
anv preliminaries.
Mr. Stapp is
acquainted with every attorney in
the district. The affairs of the office will be carried on in a business
like way that long familiarity with
its duties will make pdssible.
in
Mr. Stapp Judge Clarappointing
lives will be found on the Maine.
ence J. Roberts picked out a man
He says they are probably buried
well qualified for thé place.
200 leet or more Irom the wreck in
the mud.

While inspecting the work General Bixby prodded around the
bow of the vessel.
He lound by
his soundings that at least
ol the bow was absolutely
wrecked.
The sides have been
practically blown away and buried
in the mud.
This, he said, showed conclusively that the wreck of
the Maine was caused by an explosion within the vessel.
two-third-

s

The tourth at f.imarrnn
,
ma
spent in the most pleasant manner
possible. The day was an ideal
on (or celebrating the natal day of
the nation and everybody took advantage of the opportunity to have
a good time. The new sporting
grounds recently fixed up by the
Cimarron Athletic Club was the
.

Charged With Assault

Joems at Raton

SAYS MAINE WAS

ten-dolla-

IN APPROPRIATE MANNER

1.

e

(

THE FOURTH CELEBRATED

tw

mecca of all who wished to see
good, clean sports Tuesday.
The first on the program was a
race
between a horse owned by H. H.
Chandler, rode by Brown, and one
rode by John Brackett. The race
was (or
mile and was
won by Brackett. The next was
a pony race between ponies owned
by Stanley Chase, Bill Whiteman
and Harve Chandler; this race was
won by Chandler. The third race
was lor one-hal- f
mile, between
horses owned by Fred Narciso
Billy Howard and Narciso Valdez
Fred Narciso being the winner.
The fourth race was a pony race
for three hundred yards on horses
owned by Harve Chandler, Jeff
England and two Mexicans, the
horse owned by by England being
the winner in this ......
iucu
came a relay race for one and one-ha- lf
miles between Billy White-ma- n
one-iourt- h

ti

and Stanley Chase, White-ma- n
winning easily.
The bucking contest was the
next on program, but on
account
of the scarcity of outlaw
horses in
the wild and wooly west, there
were only two on the grounds.
They were ridden easily by
e
Valdez and Wallace. They
both did good riding and the contest was declared by the Judges to
be adraw. Later Mat Dormer
rode
an outlaw from the Chase ranch
doing the stunt in approved wild
west style.
After the races a polo game was
pulled off and some good and fancy
work was done with the sticks.
But the main event of the day
was a ball game between Maxwell
city and Cimarron, which was called at 2:30. The, Cimarron
nine
having been strengthened by the
addition of a pitcher and catcher
took the Maxwell boys down
the
line and got revenge for the defeats
that they have sustained in the
past. Some pretty work was done
by members of both teams.
The
score, 14 to4 in lavor of Cimarron.
In the evening there was a fine
display of fireworks on the hill
north of town. There are no fires,
accidents or casualties to report
this year, although young America
in the city had all the fireworks,
toy pistols and cannon crackers he
could coax out of the head of the
Nar-cis-

family.

Getting Ready

For Business
The Matkin Shoe & Clothing
Company is having the vacant
store room next door to their place
of business remodeled in order
to
use it as one department of their
store. The front has been taken
out, replaced with plate glass, also
an arched doorway will connect it
with their present clothing department. The building will be used
almost entirely lor pieice goods,
with the exception ol a "rest room"
which will be sumptuously furnished in the rear of the buiidiag.
Everything necessary for the comfort ol the
customers
ol the company will be provided
in the room. The work is in charge
of Roy Tosier.

The "Special Edition" ol the
República, of Lai
Cruces, edited by the Fosters, was
a dandy last week. There was one
thing lacking and for which we
looked in vain.
It did not contain
a single roast ol Colfax county,
neither was there anything said
about the way we run things here
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs.
without consulting the Fosters. Bud Boyd died this morning
For all such blessings we are truly Bonito and will be buried in at
the
thankful.
Cimarron cemetery tomorrow.
Rio Grande

n

membered Rutton'a emphatic prohl enthroned, and for a little time ruled
bltton.
Kliandawar.
It was then that I knew
Hut Qtialn had not failed to men him. He was continually dissatisfied,
Hon that. "Officially, no," said Laber-touchhowevea, and after a year or two disreadily "Now and again, of appeared. It was rumored that he'd

e RON

DDLL
LOUIS JOSEPH VANCD

J

AUTHOR OP "THE BRASS BOWL" ETC.

GaimsmiwiTMTO by musr
or Loua oascm vahcS

cofv-nCH-

SYNOPSIS.
I 'avid
Ami! starting for a duck-shoup- ln visit will) lila frle nd. Uualn. wm
on a young lady
who has been
liorse beromlns
In the road
Ma derlares
ha la
Mehart
l.tl t'hatterll. '"the appointed
mouthpiece of tha Bell," addresses Ambar
aa a man of high rank and pressing a
myatarloua lit tin bmnse bom. "Th Tosen." Into hla hand, disappears In tha
wood. The girl ralla Ambar by nama.
II In turn ndriresse har aa Mlaa Sophia
Karrell. daughter of Col. Farrell of the
Brltlah diplomatic servir In India and
vlaltlntf tha Qualne.
Several nights later
the Qualn home la burglarised and tha
bronse
atolón.
boa
and Qualn gty
Amber
I mitins;
on an Islnnd and become loat and
Amber la left marooned. He wanders
about, finally reaches) a cabin and recupant an old friend
ognises aa He
named Hulton. whom ha last met In England, and who appears to be In hiding,
when Mlaa Farrell la mentioned flutton Is

strangely agitated.
appears
Chatteril
and eummons Button to a meeting of a
mysterious body. Rutton seises a revolver and daahea after f'hatterjl. He returns wildly excited, sa n he has killed
the Hindu, taJtsa poison, and when dying
asks Amber to go to India on a mysterious errand
Amber decides to laave at
once for India. On the way he sends a
letter to Mr Lahertoueha. a sclentlfta
friend In Calcutta, by a qutrker routs.
Upon arriving he finds a note awaiting
him. It direct Amber to meet his friend
lit a certain place.
CHAPTER

VIII. (Continuad.)

"Who?" Her glance wgg penetral
tng "Oh, he's wytln' for you." She
nodded, lifting a shrill voice. "Oarge.
O Oarge!
Ere's that Yankee." With
a bare red elbow she Indicated the
further end of the room. "You'll find
lm down there." ahe said, her look
not unkindly.
Amber thanked her quietly, and,
eitrlcatlng hlmaelf from the preaa
around the bar, made his way In the
direction Indicated. A couple of billiard tablee with a small mob of onlookers hindered him, but by main
strength and diplomacy he wormed
hla way past and reached the rear of
the room. There were fewer loafera
here and he had little hesitation about
aelectlng from an attendant circle of
sycophants the geniua of the dive
Honest Oeorge hlmaelf, a fat and
burly ruffian who filled to overflowing the Inadequate accommodation of

an

Sitting thua enthroned
hla greasy and
unshaven red face Irradiating a sort
r
of low
that was belled by
the cold cunning of hla little eyea. he
fulfilled admirably the requirements
of the role he played
" 're, you!" he hailed Amber
brusquely. "You're a 'ell of a Job
'uater, ain't you? Mlater Abercrom-blsbeen wytln' for you thla hour
gone. 'Know the w'y upatalra?"
Hla tone was boisterous enough to
fix upon Amber the attention of the
.
knot of loafera round the
Amber felt hlmaelf under the particular regard of a dozen pair of eyea, felt
that his meaaure was taken and hla
Identification complete. Dlapleaaed,
he answered curtly: "No."
"Thla w'y, then." Honeat Oeorge
holated hlmaelf ponderously out of hla
and lumbered heavily across
the room, aboulderlng the crowd
contempt
aside with a
for the pack of them. Jerking open a
small door In the aide wall, be beckoned Amber on with h backward nod
arm-chair-

In his

.

shlrt-aleeve-

good-humo-

self-cas-

t.

s

arm-chair-

arm-chai-

r

high-hande-

of bis heavy head. "Be a bit lively,
arn't you?" he growled; and Amber,
In deaplte of qualms of distrust, followed the fellow Inlo a small and noisome hallway lighted by a single gaa
Jet. On the one hand a flight of rickety atepa ran up Into repellent ob
arurtty, on the other a low door stood
open' to the night
The crimp lowered this voire. "Your
friend's this w'y." lie waved his fat
'Them
red hand toward the door.
fools back there'll think you're tryln'
the
for a berth with Abercromble,
I
r
'opea you'll not tyke
(Tens.at the w'y I 'ad to rag you
back there, air."
"No." aaid Amber, and Honeat
( ii urge led the way out Into a amall.
flagged well between towering black
walls and left him at the threshold of
"Two flights up,
a second doorway
the door at the top," he aald 'knock
twice and then twice." And without
walling for an answer he lurched
heavily back to hla own establish
rnent.
Amber watched his broad back fill
the dimly lighted doorway oppoelte
and disappear, of two minds whether
or not to turn tall and run Suspicious enough In the beginning, the affair had now an exceeding evil smell
aa repulsive figuratively aa was the
actual effluvium of the premises.
With a shrug, at length, he took hla
courage In his lunula and bis life,
too, for all he knew to the contrary
and moved on Into the blackness,
groping his way cautiously down a
short corridor, bis fingers on either
side brushing walls of rotten plaster
He had absolutely nothing to guide
him beyond the crimp's terse Instructions I'nderfoot the flooring seemed
to sag omlnoualy; It creaked hideously. Abruptly be stumbled against an
obstruction halted, and lighted a
ship-maste-

;

wfimms

above the level of the upper floor, discovered to him a thin line of light
bright along the threehold of a door.
He began to breathe more freely, yet
apprehnnalon kept him strung up to
a high tension of nérvea.
He knuckled the door loudly one
double knock followed by another.
From within a voice called cheerfully. In Kngllah:
"Come In."
He fumbled for the knob, found and

turned

and entered a small,
chamber, very cosy with lamplight, and simply furnlahed with a single chair, a charpoy, a water-Juga
large mirror, and beneath the latter
a dressing-tabllittered with a collection of toilet gear, coameatlcs and
which would have done credit to
an actress
There waa but a single person in
the room and he occupied the chair
before the dressing table. As Amber
came in. he rose; a tntddle-agebabu
In a suit of pink satin, very dirty. In
one hand something caught the light,
glittering
"Oah. Mister Amber. 1 believe?" he
gurgled, oily and affable.
"Believe
me, most charmed to make acquaintance." And he laughed agreeably.
But Amber's face had darkened.
With an oath he sprang back, threw
his weight against the door, and with
his left hand shot the bolt, while his
s
right whipped from his pocket
automatic pistol.
"Drop that gun, you monkey!" he
cried, sharply. "I waa afraid of thla,
but
think you and I'll have an accounting before any one elee gets In
here."
It.

low-celle- d

,

bot-tle-

d

Information; a
directly, the i
Hut thla going

get wind of it
e In an amateur
way la simply
hobby I've been
at It for years and very successfully,
loo Of course. It'll have lta end
One's bound to slip up eventually.
You can train yourself to Uva tha life
of the native, but you can't train your
mind to think as be thinks. That's
how tne missteps happen.
Some
day . .
He sighed, not In the
least unhappily. . . . "Some day
I'll dodge Into this hole, or another
that I know of, put on somebody
else's rags say, these I'm wearing
and inconspicuously become a mysterious disappearance. That's how It
Is with all of ua who go In for this
sort of thing. But It's like opium, you
know; you try It the flrat time for
the lark of it; the end is tragedy."
Amber draw a long breath, bis eyes
glistening with wonder and admiration of the man
"You don't mean to
tell me you run such risks for the
pure love of It?"
"Wett . . . perhaps not altogether. But we needn't go Into details,
s
need we?"
smile robbed
the rebuke of its sting. "The opium
simile ta a very good one, though I say
It who shouldn't One acquires a taste
for the unbidden, and one hires a little room like this from an unprincipled
blackguard like Honest Oeorge, and
Insenalbly one goes deeper and deeper
until one gets beyond one'a depth.
That la all. It explains me sufficiently. And." be chuckled, "you'd never
have known It If your caae hadn't
been exceptional."
;

Label-touche-

"It la, I think." Amber's expression
became anxious. "I want to know
what you think of it now Quain's
told you. And, I say. what did you
mean by 'news of the Fa.T' "
"News of the Farrells father and
daughter, of course." Labertoucbe's'
eyes twinkled.
"Hut how In the name of all that's
strange !"
"Did I connect Rutton with the Far
roll's? At flrat by simple Inference
CHAPTER IX.
You were charged with a secret errand, demanding the utmost haste, by
Pink Satin.
Shaking with rage. Amber stood for Rutton: your first thought was to
a long moment with pistol poiBed and
eyes wary; then, bewildered, he slowly lowered the weapon. "Well," he observed, reflectively, "I'm damned."
For the glittering thing he had mistaken for a revolver lay at his feet;
and It waa nothing more nor less than
a shoehorn. While as for the babu,
he had dropped back Into the chair
and given way to a rude but reassuring paroxysm of gusty, silent laughter.
Rut-ton'-

1

"I'm a fool," said Amber; "and If
I'm not mistaken, you're Laber- touche."
With a atruggle the babu overcame
his emotion. "I am, my dear fellow,
I
owe you
am." he gasped
"And
an apology.
1'pon my word. I'd forgotten: one grows so accustomed to

struck a bargain with his prime minister, one Sailg Singh. At all events
Sallg Singh contrived to usurp the
throne, government offering no objection. Rutton turned up eventuslly In
Itussla and married a woman there
who died In childbirth twenty years
ago, perhaps. The child did not survive its mother
Labertouche
paused deliberately, his glance searching Amber'a face. "Bo the report ran,
at least." he concluded, quietly.
"How do you know all this?" Amber countered, evasively.
"Oovernment watches Its wards
very tenderly," said labertouche with
a grin.
"Besides,
India's a great
place for gossip. . .
And then."
he pursued tenacloualy, "I remembered something else. I recalled that
Rutton had one very close friend, an
Rngllshman named Farrell "
"Oh, what's the use?" Amber cut In
nervously.
"You understand the situation too well. It's no good my trying to keep anything from you."
"Such as the fact that Colonel Farrell adoptad Rutton's daughter, who.
as It happens, did survive her mother?
Yes; I knew that or. rather, part I
knew and part I guessed. But don't
worry, Mr. Amber; I'll keep the secret."
"For the girl's sake," said Amber,
twisting hla hands together.
"For her sake. I pledge my word."
"Thank you."
"And now . . , for what purpose
did Rutton ask you to come to India?
Wasn't it to get Miss Farrell out of
the country?"
"I think you're the devil hlmaelf,"
.
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"Then," said Amber, with decision,
IVE.K
H imi i c
"I leave
for Darjeellng tomorrow
morning."
"I' know no reason why you Headache
"If mmd Distress After Eating.
shouldn't," agreed Labertouche
anything firms up I'll contrive to let SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

you know." He looked Amber up and
down with a glance that took In every
detail. "I'm sorry," he observed,
"you couldn't hare managed to look
a trace shabbier. Still, a touch here
and there, you'll do excellently well
as a sailor on a spree."
"Aa bad as that?"
"Oah, my dear fallow!" It waa now
the babu speaking, while he hopped
around Amber with his head critically to one side, like an inquisitive Jackdaw, now and again darling forward
to peel: at him with hands that nervously but deftly arranged detalla of
bis attire to please a taste fastidious
and exacting in such matters "Oah.
my dear fallow, surely you appreciate
danger of venturing Into nateeve quar-
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side."
Amber obeyed.
"We'll be going
now ?" .
"Yes." Lahertourhe roae, throwing
away his cigar and stamping Swt Its
fire.

said Ambar.
"I'm not," confessed labertouche ;
"but I am a member of the Indian
service not officially connected
with the police, observe! and I know
1
a deal that you don't.
think. In
short. I can place my finger on the ters In European dress? As regular reaaon why Rutton was so concerned
am meaning, of
sahib,
to get bis daughter out of the coun- course. It la permeeslble for
try."
sailors and Tommies from the fort
Amber looked bis question.
and soa on, to Indulge In debauchery
s
"You read the papers, don't you, In among nateevea, but
sahib
You would be mobbed
Oah. noah!
America?"
In no time at ail. where we are going."
"Rather." Amber smiled.
"You've surely not been so blind as
"All right; I guess I can play tha
to miss the occasional reports that part, babu. At least, I've plenty of at
ltjoaphere," Amber laughed, mentioning the Incident of the po he had not
consumed over Honest George's bar.
"I had noticed that a happy accident, indeed. I think" Labertouche
stepped back to look Amber over
again "I think you will almost do.
One moment"
He seized Amber's hat and. dashing
It violently to the floor, deliberately
stamped It out of ahape; when restored to lta owner It had aged five
years In less than half as many minutes. Amber laughed, putting It on.
"Surely you couldn't ask me to look
more disreputable." he said with a
dubious survey of hlmsef In the mir-

1

living the parts In these masquerades,
after a time, that one forgets. Forgive me." He offered a hand which
Amber grasped warmly in his unutterable relief. "Im really delighted to
meet you," continued Iabertuche,
"Any man who knowa India
can't help being glad to meet the author of 'The Peoplea of the Hindu
Rush.' "
"You did frighten me." Amber confessed, smiling. "I didn't know what
Certainly,"
to expect or suspect
with a glance round the Incongruously f
furnisher! room--"- I
never looked forward to anything like tbla or you,
"
In thai
"You wouldn't, you know," I.aber
"I might
tourbe admitted, gravely
have warned you In my note; but that
was a rlaky thing, at best. I feared
to go Into detail It might have fallen
Into the wrong bands."
"Whoae" demanded Amber
"That, my dear man. la what we're
here to find out If we can. Hut alt
down: we shall have to have quite a
bit of talk." He scraped a heap of
uatlve garments off one
end of the charpoy and motioned Amber to the chair At the same time
he Ashed a cigar rase out of some re"These are
cess of his clothing
good,'' he remarked, opening the cuae
and offering It to Amber; "I daren't
smoke anything half so good when at
work.
The native tobacco Is abominable, you know quite

Labertouche laughed gently "Now.
tonight you will learn something from
this Dhola Baksh something Important, undoubtedly.
May I see this
ring this token?"
I'nhuttoning his shirt. Amber produced the Eye from the chamois bag.
Labertouche studied It for a long time
In silence, returning It with an air of
deep perturbation.
"The thing Is strange to me," he
said. "For the present we may dismiss It aa simply what It pretends to
be a token, a sign by which one man
shall know another. . . . Wear It
but turn the stone In; and keep your
hands In your pocketa when we're out-

travel by the longer route which, as
It happens.
Miss Farrell had started
You had
upon a little while before
recently met her, and I've heard she's
rather a striking young woman. You
see?"
"Yes," admitted Amber, sheepishly.

"Hut"

"And then I remembered somefilth."
"I
"At work?" questioned Amber, clip- thing." Interrupted labertouche
knew him years ago,
ping the end of his cigar and lighting recall Rutton.
.
.
man.
It. "You don't mean to aay you travel when he was a young
You know the yarn about him?"
round In tboae clothes?"
"A little mighty little I know now
"nut I do It's business with me
though he
though few people know It. Qualn that be was s Rajputdidn't; only I bad a chance, one day. never told me that; I know that he
Amto tell him home rather startling facts married a Russian noblewoman"
about native life This sort of thing, ber hesitated Imperceptibly "that she
done properly, gives a man Insight died soon after, that he cboaa to live
out of India and to die rather than
Into a lot of unuaual things."
Labertoucbe puffed his cigar into a return to it."
"He waa," said Labertouche,
glow and leaned back, clasping one
"a
bands and singular man. an exotic result of the
knee with two brown
squinting up at the low, dlacolored unnatural conditions we Kngllsh have
The word
idling And Amber, looking him brought about In India
over, waa amazed by the abaolute renegade describes blm aptly. I think;
fidelity of his make up: the brownish be was born and bred a Hrabmln, a
Rajput, of the hotteat and bluest
stain on face and hands, the high-cuall inpatent leather boots, the open work blood In Rajputana; be died
socka through which his tinted caJvea tents and purposes a European with
He Is was by
showed grossly, his shapeless, baggy, an Kngllsh heart.
soiled garments all were hopelessly rights Maharana of Kliandawar As
babu Ish.
the young maharaj he waa sent to
match.
England to be educated. I'm told his
"And If It lan't done properly?"
The Inalgnlflranf Kama abowed him
"Oh, then '" labertouche laughed, record at Oxford was a brilliant one.
flight of stalra. leading up to dark
nans
With a drumming heart he be- lifting bla shoulders expresalveiy He became a convert to Christianity
gan to ascend, counting tl atepa era "No Englishman Incapable of living that was predestined was admitted
communihla feet failed to find another. Then up to a disguise has evar tried It to the Church of England.
died and he
hand encountered more than once In India; faw. very cant. When his ratio
groping again,
a baluster rail with thla for guide he few, have lived to tell of the expert was summoned to take his place, RutTreasure waa
ton at first refused
turned and followed It until It began rnent "
"You're connected with the police?" brought to bear upon him by the Kng
to slant upwards This tlne be counted it atepa before hla eyea, rising Amber's brows contracted aa ha re-- llsb government and ha returned, was
1

t
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leak out about
native unrest In
India?"
"Surely you don't mean "
"1 aaauredly do mean that the Second Mutiny Impends," declared a
entruche,, solemnly.
"8ucb, at least.
Is my belief, and such is the belief of
every thinking man In India who la
at all Informed. The entire country Is
undermined with conspiracy and sedition; day after day a vast, silent, underground movement goes on. fomenting rebellion sgalnst the English rule
Tha worst of It Is. there's no stopping
It, no way of scotching the serpent:
lis heada are myriad, seemingly. And
yet I don't know since yesterday I
have hoped that through you we might
eventually strike to the heart of the
movement."
"Through
me!"
Amber,
cried
startled.
I.ali.-louche nodded
"Just so. The
information you have already brought
us Is Invaluable. Have you thought
of the significance of Cbatterjl's 'Mea
sage of the Hell?"'
" 'Even n)ow,' Amber quoted mechanically, " 'The Gateway of Swords
yawna wide, that lu? who Is without
fear may pass within; to the end (hut
the Body be purged of (he Scarlet
Evil ' " He shook his bead mystified.
No; I don't understand."
"It's so simple," urged Labertouche;
"all but the Oateway of Swords.
I
don't place that yet
Rut
the Body plainly that la India; the
'Scarlet Evil could anything more fittingly describe English rule from the
nstlva ooiui of view?"
Amber felt of his head solicitously.
And yet.' he averred plaintively, "it
doaan't fael like wood
I

.

.

"You'll do." chuckled Labertouche
approvingly.
Must ram your hands
Into your trousers pockets without
unbuttoning your coat, and shuffle
along as If nocturnal rambles in the
slums of Calcutta were an every day
thing to you. If you're spoken to,
don't betray too much familiarity with
the vernacular. You know about the
limit of the average Tommy's vocabulary; don't go beyond It." He unbolted and locked the door by which
Amber had entered, putting the key
In his pocket, and turned to a second
door across the room. "We'll leave
this way; I chose this place because
It's a refrular tabblt warren, with half
a dozen entrances and exits. I'll leave
you In a passage leading to the bazar.
Walt In the doorway until you aee me
atroll past; give me thirty yards lead
Keep In the middle of
and follow.
8he You ought to see that man
the way. avoid a crowd aa the plague, In evening clothes.
and don't lose sight of me. I'll slop
He I'd like to; hfe borrowed my
In front of Dohla Haknh's shop long
dress
suit three months ago
enough to light a cheroot and go ou
you
When
without looking back.
HEART RIGHT.
come out I'll be waiting for you. If
When He Quit Coffe
we lose one another, get back to your
hotel as quickly as possible. I may
Life Insurance Companies will not
send you word. If I don't. I ahall
fnsure a man suffering from heart
you've taken the first morning
trouble.
train for Darjeellng. I think lhat'a
The reason is obvious.
all."
This Is a serious matter to the husTO BE I'ONTlNUBD.)
band or father who is solicitous for
the future of his dear ones.
Often
A Marriage
Black List.
unThe habit of making Inquiries at pri- the heart trouble is caused by an
thing and can be corrected If
vate detective offices as to the means expected
In
and mode of life of any young man taken In time and properly treated. A
man
Colorado writes:
suitas
Is
consideration
who
under
a
"I waa a great coffee drinker for
able husband by the relatives of a many
years, and was not aware of tha
girl whom he wishes to marry leads
Injurious effects of tha habit till I
to aome curious complications in Aua
tria and llunugary. Young men deep became a practical Invalid, suffering
from heart trouble, indigestion and
In debt are Inscribed on the
nervousness to an extent that made
"black list" at the Inquiry office.
me wretchedly miserable myself and
Uood partis are, on the other hand,
put down on tha "white list." Five a nuisance to those who witnessed my
youug Hungarian ariatocrata who were Bufferings.
"I continued to drink coffee, howInvolved in debt to sucb an extent that
not suspecting that It was the
the only possibility of retrieving their ever,
of my
till on applying
fortunes lay In making rich marriages cause
1
formed a kind of company for the pur- for Ufa Insurance was rejected on acpose of finding wives.
Each was ta count of the trouble with my heart
I
be provided with a rich bride, prefer- Then became alarmad. I found that
ably an American helreas, as his turn leaving off coffee helped me quickly, so
I quit it altogether and having been
came.
attracted by the advertisements of
Poatuin I began lta use.
A Woman's Ruls.
"The changa in my condition waa reMme. Bernhardt at a supper In
New York, smiled
sympathetically markable. All my ailments vanished.
over the story of a young actor who My digestion was completely restored,
had applied vainly for the poat of sec- my nervousness disappeared, and,
most Important of all, my heart steadretary to a rich widow.
"He failed, I underatand," aald Mme. ied down and became normal, and on a
Bernhardt, "becauae he didn't wear second examination I was accepted by
the best clothes Now a young girl, tha Ufa Insurance Co. Quitting coffee
applying for a secretaryship to an el- and using Pout um worked tue change."
Co.,
derly millionaire, would never make Name given by Postum
Battle
Creek Mich.
such a mlatake aa that.
"There's a reaaon," and i. Is ex"I believe, do you know, that the
one great dlffeence between men and plained in the little book, "The Road
to Wellville," in pkgs.
women
this:
ver read the aswve letter! A susw
"When an Important step Is to be
ae appear,
time c tlsae. The
taken a man
'What shall sayr are acaula, front
tree, ana fall mt fcuaaaa
a woman, 'What ahall 1 put ou?' "
latere. t.
I
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taking up "claims" and In a surprising number of cases of late these women have "worked" these claims and
developed them into fine farms with
very little outside help. A recent case
In point was that of three former
school teachers who, entirely by their
own exertions, successfully carried
out a "homesteadlng" project fifteen
miles from the nearest habitation.
Farmer women too, are doing more
work In the fields than ever before,
for all that the easier circumstances
of the prosperous twentieth century
farmer has brought automobiles and
pianos and telephones and a host of
home comforts that might naturally
be expected to take the mindB of the
women folk off such things as farm
work In this sphere, too, the explanation of the presence In the fields of
many women who are not driven
there by necessity is found in the fascination of earning "one's own
money " It has been the custom from
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the United States Is
PJr '
the extent to which
women labor In the
ÍJMl
fields, In many In
stances working sido
""
by Bide with the men
and In others either
:
performing the greater
hare of the toil or. mayhap, sppar
entfy doing It all while the masculine
Sxss0kV
members of the household are nonfMÍBmnmnmnm!BBxe
"e
where to be seen. This state of thlngp
Is not confined to any one section or
division of the Old World, either
From the west of Ireland where the
tourist sees women helping with the
grain harvests and aiding In the nil
ting of the peat all the way to Russh:
where the peasant women are caller:
upon to perform every sort of labc-lthe fields, the same story is told
by the sights which meet the eye in
every rural district.
The Americans who have rather ad
vaqced ideas as to the toll which wo
men should be
permitted to inform are treated
to their greatest
surprise In some
of the more prim
Hive provinces of
maa.
n fon swf
ri 1
Europe
central
where It Is no un
common sight to
women
a
set
"bitched" to a
plow as it were,
side by side with
a horse or other
animal, while her
liege lord trudges
guiding
behind
the plow, How"
poultry Mftnrn i
ever a rival of
l UNO HFfT nair qsJiJrnr- III III HI II II IIIIIIMI I Willi
this
state
of
things is to be
seen occasionally
time out of mind for, the average farmer to allow
In Holland where
to his wife the "butter and egg money" but of
a mother and her daughters may be seen on the
earn nearly as much as seamstresses or clerks in
late years when both these commodities
have
towpath dragging a barge or canal boat along stores and it is true likewise of the Increasing
by means of a heavy rope while the hefty head
mounted on more than one occasion to fancy prices
number of women who are engaging in truck garthe income has swelled so remarkably as to prove
of the household sits comfortably at the tiller
dening and fruit raising and like occupations.
a revelation to the farm mistresses. Women who
of the craft.
However, perhaps the most interesting phase of
It must be admitted however that few of the
the whole situation is the vast increase among had only spending money heretofore from this
source suddenly found themselves with IndepenEuropean women who work in the fields appear
the women in the fields of those who are not
dent bank accounts of their own.
,
in the least discontented with their lot
only there' on their own Initiative but who are
To be
The
sequel was the result. The
sure the explanation in many cases may be found
also proprietors as it were rather than hired lawomen of the farms receiving such object lessons
in the fact that they know no other Ufe and
who subscribe to the
borers or even
of the profits that might be theirs if they took up
seemingly give nary a thought to the possibilities
policy of family
these "side lines" in real earnest have lost no time
of an easier existence. Their mothers and their
The present "back to the soil" movement is no
In exploring the possibilities of the situation. Many
grandmothers before them went into the fields
doubt responsible In great measure for the Ina rural housewife who formerly kept a dosen chickin this wise and with a proverbial adherence to
crease in this class of women In the fields, and
ens now has hundreds with an equipment of Incuprecedent and custom they accept the responsiInfluence has likewise been exerted by the growbators and all the other aids to such activities Bee
bilities as a matter of course. At the same time
ing realization that a woman can woo health
keeping has likewise had a boom and so has the
quite as effectually by farm work close to nature
there are some of these women who have given
raising of pigeons, the cultivation of early and
thought to the subject without having the ponder(provided, of course, she does not overtax her
late vegetables under glass and numerous other
ing make any difference In their mental attitude.
strength) as she can by sitting all day on a hotel
kindred activities which, though making no undue
On the contrary some of them grow actually agportico at the most famous of health resorts. We
gressive In their contention that It is the duty of see varied manifestations of this new fever of strain upon a woman's strength, and materially to
the bulk of her pocket book Not a few of the
American women to get into the fields for pleasa wife to be her husband's life partner and co"abandoned farms" of New England which have
ure as well as profit. On the one hand we have
worker In faet as well as In name and that if the
lately been rejuvenated owe the transformation to
the spectacle of women, who mutt needs be
husband's occupation is tilling the soli she should
women who have worked out their salvation
buying and working, often without
lend a hand In the field work Just as she would
through a sort of Intensive farming In which more
any male help whatever. small truck and poulexpect to stand for hours dally behind the counter
try farms located sufficiently near some large city
often than not the fair sex have had little assisif her helpmate were a small shopkeeper.
tance, for, be It known, hired help is as scarce in
to insure a good market for the produce of the
Field work by women In the United States Is
some of the farming sections of New England as
farm at first hand and maybap without the paynot so common an occurrence as It is on the
It Is many hundreds of miles farther west
ment of a slice to the commission merchant,
other side of the Atlantic, but neither is It suffAn interesting side light on the situation is that
providing the woman farmer can cultivate her
iciently unusual to cause much comment and it
own circle of customers. To go to the other exagricultura! colleges are now fitting
our
has Increased greatly both in volume and vagirls for work In the fields or anywhere else on the
treme we see at every government "land openriety in recent years. There Is the difference
ing," unmarried women in Increasing numbers
farms. In these Institutions the young women are
though that work In the field as performed by
studying side by side with their brothers all the
such American women as engage In it does not
way through and gaining a clearer Insight than
savor of drudgery as does much of that abroad
has heretofore been possible into the practical side
and furthermore It Is engaged In, for the most
of farm husbandry. It Is a decided Innovation, this
part, purely because of personal preference. That
plan of teaching the young women, from a scientific
Is there Is no masculine compulsion figuring In
basis, all that can be put to use on a farm, Inside
the matter nor Is American farmer's wife or
or outside the farm house. Under this scheme the
daughter misled by the fallacy that she is not
The ability to rest is an art Moat women either
farm girl acquires knowledge relative to the soil,
doing her share If she does not perform manual
rush and tear at things all day long and never
plant growth and animal life In short she learns
labor In the fields under cultivation.
give their overstrained nerves a reajt or they are
(from practical demonstration as well as out of
About the only circumstances In which we find
indolent and indulge In an afternoon sleep, which
books) all that can be taught about field agriculthe women of our farming communities going
makes them dull. A cat nap of a quarter of an
ture, dairy practice, etc., as well as the rnysterie
Into the fieles not exactly through a choice of
of cookery and dressmaking and home managetheir own Is at harvest season when there Is a hour after luncheon is the best beauty preserva
Uve possible. But sleeping Is not always resting.
ment. Incidentally It may bs noted that much atIt sometimes hrppens that
scarcity of labor.
tention is being devoted to fruit raising, an occufarmers, particularly those In the more Isolated Neither Is doing nothing. A change of view or of
occupation Is often the greatest rest and, If the
pation which seems to be proving attractive to a
sections of the west and middle west, find It Imgreat number of the feminine recruits who have
relaxation has been mastered, sitting wrlh
possible to secure, for love or money, the needed art-olately taken to tilling the soil as a means of
harvest hands and rather than see the ripened the hands limply In the lap, with the head resting
gainst the buck of the chair and the feet on a
grain lost for lack of harvesters their wives, sisters and daughters have, all credit to them for footstool will remove the strain from tired nerves
Many women find going to the theater a rest,
come to the rescue and performed the work of
it
and others make a habit of keeping a little knit
for his slippers and sigh for the lost ease of his
men in the harvest field. In not a few Instances
ting or crochet work handy and can quite dismiss
women volunteers have under such circumstances
bachelor den.
the cares of the day as soon as the fingers stun
Make yourself comfortable and everybody
donned men'i clothing and the almost unanimous
making music with the needles. liles sed Indeed
around you that Is a good password for this life
verdict Is that the advantage from the standpoint
Is she who can sit down In the midst of dirt and
There Is altogether too much said in encourge-men- t
of utl'lty more than counterbalance any detriment
confusion to finish a good book. There la a houseof "temperament" and "nerves." It Is well
in appearances.
keeping horror who cannot see any brightness In
to have them, Just as It U well to have teeth and
But. as has been said, moat of the American
a ray of sunshine while there is a layer of dust on
eyes and feet, but they are to serve and not
women who are today working in the fields are
the piano. She makes one shudder at the very
doing so purely because they piefer It to some
dominate us. Learn to rest your tired nerval and
name of "order" and by her unoomfortable penyears and the chief knows that another ten years
other means of making livelihood. This is true
sion for tidiness causes John to look a half hour
s the berry pickers who U they chose could
relax from housekeeping cares.
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Ben's Logic.
"Ben," said bis friend, waking up
from a reverie in which he had been
gazing abstractedly at the shiny expanse of Ben's skatln
"Is
there nothing you could do for your
baldness?"
Hen, by the way, is only forty.
"No, lad!" ho replied with de
cisión.
"Fifteen years ago I was

courting strong, and
tried
things. But about that time
1

V

lots o'
prince

When you

Edward, you know come
to open f new hospital, and I said to
myself as soon as I saw him llftin'
his hat to t' crowd, 'Ben, my lad, tha
can give It up as a bod Job, and save
thy brass. If there was owt 'at 'ud
cure a bald heead they'd ha' cured
his.' "
of Wales

want
the best
there is,

Tlt-Blt-

BABY'S HAIR

ALL CAME OUT

"When my first baby was six
months old No broke out on his head
with little bumps. They would dry
up and leave a scale. Then It would
break out again and It spread all over
his head. All the hair came out and
bis head was scaly all over. Then his
face broke out all over In red bumps
and It kept spreading until it was on
his hands and arms. I bought several
boxes of ointment, gave him blood
medicine, and had two doctors to treat
him, but be got worse all the time. He
had it about six mouths when a friend
told me about Cuticura. I sent and
got a bottle of Cuticura Resolvent, a
cake of Cuticura Soap and a box of
Cuticura Ointment. In three days
after using them he began to Improve.
He began to take long naps and to
stop scratching his head. After taking
two bottles of Resolvent, two boxes of
Ointment and three cakes of Soap he
was sound and well, and never had
any breaking out of any kind. His
hair came out in little curls all over
bis head. I don't think anything else
would have cured him except Cuticura.
"I have bought Cuticura Ointment
and Soap several times since to use
for cuts and sores and have never
known them to fall to cure what I put
tbem on. 1 think Cuticura Is a great
remedy and would advise any one to
use it Cuticura Soap Is the best that
I have ever used for toilet purposes."
(Signed) Mrs. F. E. Harmon, R. F. D.
I, Atoka, Tenn., Sept. 10, 1910.
With Emphasis.
Mistress (hastily sticking a finger
into either ear) Kittle, for heaven's
sake! What does that frightful noise
and profanity In the kitchen mean?
Kittle Oh, that's nothln', ma'am!
It's on'y cook rejectln' a propos'l av
marrlj from the ashman! Harper's
Bszar.

ask your
grocer for

libbys

I

I

Piddes

i

J

Wfiütemorá

It Shoe Polishes

In Quality. LrCnet In Varia
Finest
The mear erery requirement
for cleaning aac
eeUeklng thorn of all kind and oolure.

THE TRUTH ABOUT BLUING.
Talk No. 6.
No thoughtful person uses liquid
blue.
Half cent's worth of blue, a
large bottle filled with water and the
delusion Is complete.
Always buy RED CROSS BAG
BLUE.
It's all blue. Nothing but
blue. Makes beautiful white clothes
like new. ASK YOUR GROCER.
The Urgent Need.
HILT KDQI the onlr ladles shoe dretclaa
and Poliche)
that poalUTely eoauiaa OIL. Macks choea.
She (flattering with eyes and voice) ladlaa'
and children's boot and
altlaaa
1
we
"French Oloaa," 10c
find that
still wjihMjralBS, Sko. tor
Arthur, dear,
oUanme
DANDY
and
soluhlna
combination
need a few things to make our little all klndc of ruuel or Un Hum, ISo.
toe.
dirty osirac eh
UUll'K WHITS mekae
household more serviceable.
and while. la llquk form Mil can he
clean
appuaa. a llfan In ever
He What one thing, perhaps?
aatelair ana
ao always racier for uaa. two elect, is
Sue Well, for Instance, we need a
If roar dealer does not keep the kind you ana,
new bat for me. Harper's Basar.
end ac his address and the pilos la stamps fa
"Star-'eU-

a full else pachaca.

Kl'OHN'S DISTEMPER CURE will
cur say possible case of DISTEMPER.
PINK EYE, and the like Among horaee
of 11 agee, snd prevepta til others in the
asms stable from having tha disease. Also
cures chicken cholsrs, snd dog distemper.
Any good druggist can supply you, or send
to mire. 00 oente and 11 .00 bott) j. Agent
wanted. Free book. Spohn Medical Co.,
Spec. Contagious Diseases. Ooeheo, Ind.
If you make a fool of yourself don't
take It too much to heart. The world
Is full of people who are kicking

WHITTKMORK BROS, at OO.,
SKo

PoUtKé

in

A

World.

Thompson's
Shan

sake ssSaf Cs srs to

Eyt Watar
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shares subscribed for by each, the aggregate of such subscriptions being equal to
the amount of capital stock with which
said corporation shall commence business,
AND
are as sol lows,
James T. Fulton. Cimarron, New Mexico.
40 shares.
Abbie Fulton, Cimarron, New Mexico, 40
shares.
Keogh, Cimarron. New Mexico,
SATURDAYS
$.00 Nellieto F.shares.
The number of directors of the cor7.
of
poration, until changed by the
second-clas- s
"Entered
matter Septem- said corporation shall be three, and the
ber i, iqio, at the postaAce at Cimarron name of the person who shall act as such
directors for the first three months after
N. M.. under the an of March 3, 1879."
the filing of this Certificate of incorporation, or until their successors sre duly
elected and qualified, are Jamen T. Fulton
THE CIMARRON PUBLISHING COM- Abbie Kulton and Nellie F. Keogh.
for
8. Toe directors may make
PANY. INC., Publishers
the corporation, and from lime to time
may alter, amend and repeal tha the same
so made, altered, amend- but any
ad or repealed by the directors, may be
JAMES McVEY,
altered, amended or repealed by the stockholders of the corporation.
In Witness Whereof, we have hereunto
That congressional investiga- eat our hands and seals this 6lh day of
tion is the fly in the trust sugar June A. D. 191 1.
Nallie F. Keogh
(seal)
bowl.
Abbie Fulton
(seal)
James T. Fulton (seal)
The Courier thinks! 1000 is cheap Territory of New Mexico SS
)
ior appendicitis.
Coanty of Colfax
It could get lots
On this 6th day of June A. D. 1911. be
of people's cases for less than
fore me personally appeared Nellie F.
Keogh, Abbie Fulton and James T. Fut
that.
on, known to me 10 be the persons de
scribed in and who executed the foregoing
Judging from the excitement in certificate of incorporation, and they acas
knowledge that they executed the same
London, one might think the cor- their free act and deed
In witness whereof I have hereunto
onation a baseball championship
set my hand and affixed my official seal the
Kame. 0
day and year last above written.
David B. Cole
(SEAI.)
Notary Public
It s dollars to doughnuts that My commission expires June 17, 1914ENDORSED.
the Pennsylvania judge who advis- -

The Cimarron News
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OF THE

RAYADO RANCH

1

In the Rayado Valley, Colfax County, New Mexico

-

No. 6834.

THE

THE HOME OF

an accused man never to reply to ( or. Hee d. 6 Page 114. Articles of
of Cimarron Furniture Com
the taunts of an angry woman is a pany.
married man.
h lied in Office of Secretary of New Mex
101
to A. M.
Nathan Jaffa. Secretary.
Compared G. M. to J. O.
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO

BIG

APPLE

RED

ico. June 12.

T

Jack Johnson isn't boasting
I
nai isn t nis way.
Modestv is
SS
)
his long suit, and it can also be us
COUNTY OF COLFAX
This instrument of writing was filed for
ed as a summer overcoat, but he record
on the 15 day of June A. D. 191 1,
thinks that in a square standup at 1:30 o'clock P. M. and duly recorded in
Boon "O" of Miscellaneous page 376.
be could lick the king.
f. r; Twittv
a

.

a

aval

1

Consists of about 30,000 acres. Part of this ranch is rich fruit land.
Splendid climate. Good schools in the vicinity. A good country to live in

Clerk of the Probate Court and
County Recorder.
Mr. Bryan, a bit peevish at the
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO.
Office of the Secrerary.
turn of events, declares that it is
OF COMPARISON.
CERTIFICATE
his sacred duty to advise the de I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary
of the Territory
mocratic party, which unregenerate of New Mexico, do hereby certify that
was filed for record in this office at
organization regards it as a cons there
Ten o'clock A. M on the Twelfth day of
titutional privilege to disregard June. A. D. 191 1;
Certificate of Stockholders'

,

bis advice.

of

CIMARRON

FURNITURE COMPANY
No. 6833.

OF NEW MEXICO.
Office of the Secretary.
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON.
I. Nathan Jaffa. Secretary of the Terri
lory of New Mexico, do hereby certify that
there was hied for record in this office
Ten o'clock A. M. on the Twelfth day of
Juné, A. D. 191 1,
OF
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
CIMARRON FURNITURE COMPANY
TERRITORY

No. 6834.

and also, that I have compared the following copy of the same, with the original
thereof now 00 tile, and declare it to be a
correct transcript there from and of the
whole thereof.
Given ander my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico at the
city of Santa Fa, lh Capital, on this
Twelfth day of Jane, A. I), 191 1.
Nathan Jaffa
Secretary of New Mexico
SEAL
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF
CIMARRON FURNITURE COMPANY.
Keogh,
Abbie Fulton and
We. Nellie
James T. Fulton, all citiaans of the Unit
ed States of America, and of the Territory
of New Mexico, having associated ourselves
together as a body corporate under and by
virtu of the laws of the Territory of New
Mexico do hereby certify and declare as

and also, that I hvae compared the following copy of the same, with the original there of now onfile, and declare it to be
a correct transcript there from and of the
whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
SaaJ of the Territory of New Mexico at
the City of Santa Fe, the Capital, on this
Twelfth day of June. A. D. 1911
Nathan Jaffa
(seal)
Secretary of New Mexico.
CERTIFICATE OF
OF STOCKHOLDERS
of

CIMARRON FURNITURE COMPANY.
We. the undersigned, incorporators, and
all of them, of the Cimarron Furniture
Company, do hereby certify and declare
as follows:
FIRST. There shall be no stockholders
liability on account of any stock issued or
to be issued by said corporation or the officers thereof.
SECOND. The principal office in the
Territory of New Mexico of said corpora-liois in the town of Cimarron, Colfax
County and the name of the agent therein
and in charge thereof, and upon whom
process may be served, is James T. Fuln

ton.

In witueas whereof, we have hereunto
set our hands and seals the day and year,
follows;
the 6th day of June A. D. 1911.
Nellie F. Keogh (seal)
I. The name of the corporation is and
FURNITURE
shall be CIMARRON
Abbie Fulton
(seal)
COMPANY.
T. Fulton (seal)
James
which
and
for
purpose
objects
i. The
Territory of New Mexico.
the corporation is organized, are;
ss
To buy, sell, lease, mortgage, or other-wi- a
J
County of Colfax
acquire or dispose, of all Kinds of
A.
On this 6th day of June
D. 1911, beproperty, personal, real or mixed.
fore me personally appeared Nellie F.
To bay hMI or exchange or manufacture
all Kinds of furniture, undertaking goods Keogh. Abbie Fulton and James T Fulton
personally known to me to be the persons
and other wares or merchandise.
To borrow money for its purposes and to described in and who executed the foreof aloes
issue and dispose of its negotiable bonds going certificate of
and obligations therefor, and te mortgage holders, and they executed the same as
and pledge its property to secure the pay- their free act and deed.
Witness my hand and official seal, this 6th
ment thereof;
To do all things that may he necessary day of June A. D. 1911.
David B. Cole
sEAl. J
and proper to the successful carrying on
Notary Public.
of tha aforesaid kinds of business.
My commission expires June 17, 1914.
3. The place where the principal business of the corporation ia to be transacted,
ENDORSED.
No. 6833.
and ita principal office in the Territory of
Cor. Rec'd Vol 8 Page 114. Certificate
Sew Mexico, is in tha town of Cimarron,
in
of Cimarcharge of Stockholders'
Colfax Coanty, and the agent
thereof and upon whom process against ron Furniture Company. Filed in office
may
of
Mexico,
be
Secretary
served
corporation
of
New
said
is James
Juna ta,
T. Fulton.
191 ; 10 A. M
for
period
limited
Nathan
duration
Secretary.
the
The
Jaffa.
4.
Compared G. W to J. O.
of aaid corporation shall be fifty years.
,
IKKKIKiKV Uf W r. W M r
3. The amount of the authorised capital stock of said corporation is tea thou)
COUNTY OF COLFAX
sand (10.00000) Dollars, divided into one
This instrument of writing was filed for
hundred shares of the par value Ooe hundred dolíais, each, and the amount of tecord on the 13 day of Jane A. D. 1911.
capital atock with which the corporation at i:3oo'cIock P. M. and duly recorded in
will commence business is Tan thousand Book "O" of Miscellaneous page 378.
E. G. Twitty
tf 10,000.00 Dollars.
Coun6. The names and post office addresses Clerk of Probate Court and
of toe incorporators and the number of ty Recorder.
1

WILL BE SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS
No Interest or Taxes Until Deed

is.

Issued

This famous property will be divided into not more than 2,000 tracts or divisions, and
sold at a bona fide auction. All tracts or divisions, notwithstanding
their size, will be in our judgment of equal value.

For quick sale we have fixed the price of each contract at

$250, payable $ 1 0 cash and $ 1 0 a month
For 23 months thereafter.

No interest or taxes until deed is issued
j

In order to obtain a large number of representatives of our property quickly we have
decided to allow a discount of 10 per cent for all cash on the first 500 contracts sold.
-:
-:
-:
Tb obtain this discount the cash must be paid upon signing the contract.
:-

:-

:-

Fill out the coupon today and mail to us, and
we will send you free of charge our booklet, entitled "Auction Sale of the Rayado
Ranch. Form 'A'," which explains our plan of selling this property. Read this
-:
-:
Worth your while. Costs you nothing.
booklet carefully.
x

Don't overlook this opportunity.

:-

Fill out the coupon below.

It does not obligate you in any way

REFERENCE BY PERMISSION:

The Continental Trust Co., Denver, Colo.
The Hamilton National Hank, Denver, Colo.

THE RAYADO COLONIZATION CO,.
1646 Tremont St., Oenver, Colorado.
Gentlemen Pleaae send me free of charge your booxlel entitled
Sale ol the MAYADO KANCH, KosaVAV

:-

"Auction

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

My occupation is.

Name

Rayado Colonization Co.

.

Address.

.

.

1646 Tremont

.

Street

1

ANTLERS HOTEL
MM.

Z. A.

CI

Reasonable
Fully Modem-Rat- es
Special Rates to Regular Boarders

CLOSE TO BUSINESS CENTER

D,

w.

P.

Denver,

Colorado

The auction will positively be held not later than the summer of 1913, and at
the time of the auction, the Rayado Ranch will be free and clear of all indebtedness,
whatsoever.

SEE OUR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE

B. COLE- -

-- DAVID
CIMARRON,

e

NEW MEXICO

become a law.
In the meantime
the light of the dear people to make
United States Senators is haneinr
htgh unfi dry, while scandals com
ías iium me legislatures never
were more plentiful then now.
it has been remarked "the tips
and downs" of reciprocity have
been manifold, and that finally the
oppositon has fallen flat. This
measure has been treated frorn
every side, and all its weak spots
have been sought out.
Ia its
consideration in the House the
agricultural and lumber interests
(ought it without avail, and in the
" y' warn to own a horn id one il thr mot rapidly.
Senate the measure baa been on
beamiral and fertile valley iu the Korkies? fío yon want
the crest of the wave or in the
When people began to farm m the Greeley district
to invent in good law) hile it ia cheap anil particípala in
of the sea time add again,
trough
of Colorado, lands were considered worthies, now they
the pronta that alway. follow the development ol a new
occasionally
and
through some
sell for I j 50 to 400 per acre for potato land. Why ' Simeel ion of the country ' Then just address us a pmtal for
coaliton movement it has looked
It has been cat into small tracts and developed.
ply
because
information, or call and aee u.
as though the bill would fail of pas
Moreno Valley ha pmven that
will grow as good potasing, but usually the kinks have
toes as the Greeley district under proper tillage and cara.
We have investigated the pomibilities of Moreno
straightened out; add ydur corresas much, consider how valuable
If il only grew
Valley fully. We did not place oar money there bhndly.
pondent will renew bis oft repeatyour land will be The price of land is guaged by what it
' tint we realise the ureal possibilities latent in that valley.
ed
priopbecy that when the bill is
prod ucea.
When good land with sufficient moisture is rat into small
finally disposed of, it will be by
tracts and farmed, it increasas in value rapidly, as the
passage without amendtneat trough
We are presenting to yon an opportunity to make a
farmer is the man who demonstrates to the world what a
both bouses ot Conress in the exvaluable investment for yourself, or a good boina for yonr
oew country will produce. We are selling our lands in
act manner advocated from the
family at a small outlay.
The man who hesitates and
Moreno Valley in small tracts to farmers and to people
outset by President Taft.
never acts will always be a wag earner.
who expert to have it farmed. Now is the time to purIt has been made very clear to
chase ar.d participate in the profits, as we expect to sell it
It will cost you nothing to investigate.
the country and to the Senate leaders, that President Taft is not likely to approve any tarriff revision
plans at this time, and he is bringing all the power of the AdminisCIMARRON, NEW MEXICO
tration to bear toward defeating
aoy attempt to amend the Canadian
reciprocity bill. He has also giv-eit out that he belives it to be
STATEHOOD BILL
to attempt at this time any
independent revision of the tariff
IS REPORTED schedules. The suggestion that
the Republican progressives and
the Democrats may frame a new
tariff bill is met with the condition
ft'ouiiui-efrom Irat paga.)
PROCTER ft DAVIS, PROPS.
that such a measure will doubtless
draw forth a vote from President
Taft.
produce sheep. There are
Congress does not listen attentimore invested in sheep in
this country and 1300,000,000 vely to what the President has to
more invested in lands upon which say about public matters, as evithey are grown. All this invest- denced in the acts of the Senate
ment is imperiled by the present Committee on Territories in reference to Arizona and New Mexico.
agitation."
Secretary Fisher of the interior The Fresiednt has emphatically
Department, who succeeded Mr. declared time and again his opposiBellinger last March, has issued tion to the recall of judges as eman order effectively disposing of bodied in the Constitution, and
has left very little doubt in the
the famoua Cunningbám-Alaskacoal- - land claims.
These great minds of most people that be will
In
property rights have been disal- veto such such a proposition.
lowed. Through these claims the the face of this plain talk by the
syndicate had Executive, the House has passed a
had planned to extend their vast bill kndwh to be objectionable to
interests in Alaska, and thereby the President, and the Committee
obtain control ol what are said tobe on Territories ol the Senate has
the most valuable coal fields in the rtcbmmended concurrence' in the
world. These are the claims that House resolution.
brought about the Ballinger-Pincho- !
The old saying that "politics
Si
it
was
controversy add the subse- make siranre oeo renews"
fully
more
never
quent retirement from the public
illustrated than
service of the chief forester and a in the new combine of the new' De
'
number of his assistants.
Attor- mocrats and progressive R é p'jbl neys for the interested parties now cans, which has materialized in the
threaten to appeal to the courts; United States Senate. Of course
but this it is said, must rest upon the Democratic members have
some
point of law, as the findings justification In wanting to thwart
We have a domplete line of SCREEN
0Í tacts by the Department cannot the views and policies of the
DOORS. Phone us your order and
and they were delighted
be attacked.
we will do the rest. We also sell
progressive Senators
when
the
The question of direct election
Paints, Muresco, and anything you
assistance on some of
their
to
carde
of Senators seems to be in rather a
need in building or repairing your
big
concerning
the
matters
to be in rather a critical state.
home.
position
The
of the Republicans in
both Mouses has been that the
Federal Government should rételo
I Notice.
Cimarron baa baan divided into aix Ora
control of the elections of senators wards
for tha pur posa of Riving notice of
by direct vote the same as is done the location of aoy tires, that may break
in the case of members ol the low- out, by means ot whistled sígnala which
may be heard in all parti of the town at
er House.
The southern Demo any lime of the day or night. These wards
numbered as follows;
crats, however, who fear interfer are bounded and
WARD NO. 1.
ence of the Government, 00 acSouth of the River.
NO 4.
count of the race question, have He! ween the WARD
Railroad and lb River and
been successful in passing a bill
West of thaOiford
NO. 1.
through the lower body retaining South of tha WARD
Railroad and East of tan Ox
control in the hands of the State
ford
NO 4.
authorities. The bill has passed North of tba WARD
Railroad and West of the
both Houses, but until there is
Depot.
:- -:
NO, j.
some tort of agreement regarding North ot Iba WARD
Railroad sad Bast ot tha Defederal or state control, it cannot
pot

BUY A HOME

OXFORD HOTEL

IN THE BEAUTIFUL

v

Moreno

Hey

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
Large Sanitary Rooms

Hot and Cold Water
Open Day and Night

11

Bar and Barber Shop in Building

th

tseeaas)

EVERYTHING FIRSTCLASS

MORENO VALLEY LAND COMPANY

Jewelry of Merit at Little Cost

n

For those who admire expensive jewelry,
but who do not have the means to buy jewelry of that class, this store's stocks provide
bountifully.
Jewelry making science and art have
made it possible for everybody to own beautiful and substantia) jewelry in rolled plate
and gold filled goods that will endure for years
This class of jewelry when purchased
from a house of absolute trustworthiness is
recemmended as economical and satisfactory

THE PALACE BAR

Liquors and Cigars
Fine Wines

$333,-000,00-

0

H. C. ELLIS, Cima rron, New Mex.

DAVID B. COLE

Old Oscar Pepper
Guckenheimer Rye

Notary Public. Real Estate, Rentals

and Insurance

n

If you are interested in Cimarron property, or farm
lands, eall or write me.

SOUTH OF DEPOT

CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO

Morgan-Guggenhei-

Cimarron, N. Mex.

-

-

-

THE OXFORD BARBERSHOP

á

THOMAS C. VEST, Proprietor

The Flies Will Get You if
You Don't Watch Out

Witb scissors sharp and razors keen,
I lather you well and shave you clean.
My shop is neat and my water hot,

And you will always find

"Old Fat" on the spot

COURTEOUS ATTENTION GIVEN CUSTOHERS

Pres-siden- t,

aaaaaaMaaaaaaaaa

THE GRAND HOTEL
J. P. CLENDENING,

CIMARRON LUMBER COMPANY

outside rooms. Hot and cold
baths. Sanitary throu ghoul.
Regular meals and short orders.
Barber shop In building.

All

NORMAN WILKINS
Fire, Accident. Plate Glass

I

N

SU

A

R A N C E"

MIHnWMMMOMMMMMMMMMMWMlMMMMMM

LAIL

6c

WILKINS

HAY MACHINERY
.

McCormlck .lowers
Rakes, Binders

CIMARRON,

Dain Mowers

and Hay Tools

H

NÉW MEXICO

999

WARD NO. 6.
The Continental Tie) A Lumbar Co'a yarda
and plant
In the avast that a tire breaks out in
Cimarron either in tha day or night, partías d scoveriaa tha same an requested to
IK EDIATHLY NOTIFY THE OPERA-TO- f
Oh
THE TELEPHONE EXCHANGE WHERE
of IN WHAT
WARD THE PIRE IS SITUATED.
operator will immediately notify
the ft man is cbaiaa of tbe boilers at tha
Mountain Shop.
Wbe upon tha whistle will blow a sewer
al alar m of tire followed by a number of
short blasts cprrasLoading to. tbe narabar
of the ward in wWh tl ore occurs
Parties hayiog telephone are requested
copiee ol tata notice beside their
ie lusiriruroc
Others are roto pos .Leas aplicas in oaapicu-e- e
of business so tbat Ibny may be
refered to

Prop.

BAR CONNECTION

N

Half Block South of the Depot
CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaat
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fading
HOTEL

City

HERMAN A. FUN K E. LESSEE

THE CIMARRON NEWS
and
CIMARRON CITIZEN

at Miar
Clmarroam- -Pakllrfcta

Ta

i.

-

CIMARRON,

m,i.T,

PaW.
NBW MEXICO

1G4 PEOPLE
PARALYZING

OF FRESH NEWS

SON

PROSTRATES
H',NDRE23 IN EASTERN
CITIES.

URGtS PRAYER FOR RAIN

DISTHB LATEST
IMPORTANT
PATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
CRI8P PARAGRAPHS.

STORY

PRIEST ORDERS ALL CATHOLICS
FROM

FOR RELIEF
HEAT

Washington. Krom cities fast of
the Rockies, broiling In a temperature
of 100 or higher, ninety-fivdeaths
re renorted, which, added to sixty-ninbrings the death toll of forty-eigh- t
hours to 104. Hundreds of prostration.) ere reported. Many of the
victims were babies.
Chicago added twelve deaths and
one Buiclde to the list attributed to
the paralyzing heat, making the death
,
twenty-eigh- t
list in tnat city
of which were babies, withiu
e

forty-eight-

thirly-s'-

hour.

Three are dead in Boston, two In
Washington, eight at Nowark, N. J.,
twelve in Pittsburg, fourteen In New
York, lwo at tit. Joseph, two In Louisville, twenty-twin eastern
Pennsylvania, five in Toledo, four in Balti
more, wo In Omaha, five In Cincinnati and one In Oklahoma City.
Of Pittsburg's dead, six were from
ntauacioo by heat and six by drown-

OF

THE WEEK

OP
SHOWING
THE PROGRESS
VKNT8 IN OUR OWN AND
FOREIGN LANDS.

s'"inp.

Qathnrasl Firom

All

no signs of

abating, and diplomatic circles are
said to be In a ferment.
It Is estimated that sixty persons
received more or les severe bruises
In the street panic following the ex"

plosion of a bomb In Calle Bordedirros,
Italy, near the corner of Calle Mayor,
at, the moment that n parade was passing through the latter thorougLfare.

Swisll Happenings Occurring Over the
tats Worth While.
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Postal Savings Bank has
Is

been

President Taft probably will pay a
visit to Denver In October.
The United Spanish War Veterans
held a
meeting In Pueblo.
Nine young coyotes were taken alive
from one burrow by Ed Ovarfhaler of
twn-day-
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The day the Postal Savings bank
Suits Against Circus.
SPORT
Cripple Creek. Three actions have was opened In Ixiveland $150 were deIn
been commenced
District Court posited.
URXTKH'X
l
K
July 28th and 29th has been decided
pet. against the Cole A Rogers circus, each
w.whim.
r.
r
Denver
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Henwood Case Comes to End.
A sneak
thief, who entered the
The Cheyenne Indians nave defeatDenver. The Jury In the case of home of Judge Greeley W. Whltford
ed the lAiamie Cowboys for the sixth
Frank H. Henwood, being tried on in Denver, secured $150 In money.
straight game.
charge of killing Geo. E. Copclnnd,
Two hundred and seventy-seveThe Colonials of Den?r went down returned a verdict of murder In the thousand acres are under profitable
to defeat at Central City In the mdlst second degree. Judgment will be re- cultivation In Weld county.
served in order to give defendant
of a heavy rain, 7 to 6.
The "Nimrods" of Ridgway are preCheycnen fans are worried over a time to file motion for new trial. paring to organize a club, to be known
Henwood will be tried also for killing as the itidgway
persistent rumor that Manager indFish and Game Club.
well is to lose two or three of his stai Von Phul.
Tho Teachers' Institute will be helt
player.
In Colorado Springs at the time of the
Humsn Bones Found in Closet.
Maurice Thompson, champion lightsummer school at Colorado college.
Pueblo. By the finding of human
weight of the Northwest, and Mickey
A decrease of
,000 In M.
school
O'Brien
of Sacramento, fought ten bones In a closet of a cheap lodging census of Boulder county has beeen
fast rounds to a draw at Butte, Mont. house here, what Is believed to have experienced during the last year.
been an atrocious murder, is revealed.
Sam
the Boston negro The discovery
N. W. Watson of Copperhlll, Tenn..
was made by a new proheavyweight, knocked out 'Jack
prietor
of
place
In cleaning up was killed by falling from the top of
the
a Philadelphia "white hope,"
dirty premised. Wrapped In a news- a freight train between th cafa at
In the f'.".h round of a
bou: paper of
Jan. 1, 1911, date were found Bowen.
In New York.
Sugar cane is one of the novel
practically all the bones of a man.
The War Eagles baseball team of
crops of Weld county, which promises
Denver came out on the short end of a
to become a staple one for fodder for
Plattevllle Wins Honor.
5 to 4 score In an eleven-Inningame
stock.
Platteville. First and second places,
at Aztec. The game was a pitcher's
June still holds first place for marbattle between Neill and Chester, the respectively, amona the uommerclal riages
county,
in Weld
eighteen
Hubs
of the state for having made the
latter a
Navajo Indian.
couples haviugktaken out licenses last
great
percentage
gain
of
in
member
Before becoming eligible to play
month.
with any club operating under the Na- ship in the contest lasting from May
In spite of the drought the governtional agreement, Roland Barrows 16 to May 18, were won by Plattevllle
and
club increased ment estimates the crop of wheat now
Evans.
Piattevllle'o
n. us! pay a fine of
and Edward
ambers to seventy, making growing In Colorado to be 88.4 of a
Ilahn $300, according to a decision from five m1,420
per cent, while Evans normal yield.
promulgated by the National baseball altain ofgain
made a
of 1,067 per cent.
Roy W. Lanphinr, a prominent young
commission.
business man of leadville, and
"Chalky" Germain of Irfadvllle, and
Greeley Postoffice Robbed.
of John C. Skinner, died in a
"Kid" Ross of New York have been
Greeley. Drilling a hole
lu the Denver hospital.
matched for a twenty-rounbout
Rev. F. E. Chandler of Florence,
combination lock, burglars looted the
which will take place at I.eadvllle
July 14. Germain who can do 120 safe of $10,261 in stamps, besides tak- has been given a unanimous call to
of the Presbyterian
pounds easily, has consented to let ing registered letters in the Bafe and the pastorate
about $10 In money, which had been church of Trinidad.
Ross weigh in at tj pounds.
placed there after banking hours. EnThe Weld County Fair Association
velopes and postal cards were un- has set Its dates. The fair will be
GENERAL.
touched and there is no way, at pres- hell at Greeley on September 18, 19,
In many parts of Kansas, Missouri
ent, of ascertaining the value of reg- 20, 21 and 22. 1911.
and Oklahoma the temperature Is reistered mail taken, but it is considerThe raspberry crop is beginning to
ported to be higher than 100.
able. That the burglars were familiar come in at Ixmgmont. and It Is fully
When tho roof of the Buffalo water with the office is evident from the expected that over 2,000
crates will
works' new station collapsed seven fact that they did not attempt to open lie shipped the next few weeks.
men were killed and seven Injured.
by,
which
standing
near
the other safe,
At Dead Rock,
a small mining
Federal Judge Newman denied the contained only records, books and camp in the western part of Montapplication of Charles W. Morse for miscellaneous papers.
rose county, Alex Peterson was killed
relense from the federal prison, at Atby John Foster after a quarrel.
lanta, Oa.
,
Cost of State Administration.
The Wolftone mill at Nederland has
The Connecticut House of Represenof closed down for an
Denver. A recent statement
indefinite period.
tatives has passed a bill to pay Civil State Auditor l.eddy places the amount This was the only place
where local
War veterans a state pension of $30 of revenues, which ore to be collected miners could sell ore or concentrates.
a year.
period,
at
for the current biennial
will be instituted to prevent
Appropriations made by the theSuit
Dr. Henry M. Walden cf New York
$450,0(10 bond Issue, planned for
Sixteenth General Assembly from the Uraud Junction, for
fell nearly a hundred feet In his monoplane, at Mineóla, U I., smashing It general revenue fund and from tie in- of the Kcnnafa creek the construction
water system.
ternal Improvement fund, aggregating
to pieces.
It having been found that turpentine
upon
$2,466,467.26,
placed
been
have
Forty-ninautomobiles, valued at
of the purest quality can be produced
more than 12r00P. have been stolen the i. in.ks of this office. The Seven-teentGeneral Assembly appropriated from the sap of pifión tree; experiIn Chicago since June 1, according to
from the general revenue and Internal ments in this line are to bo carried on
the police records.
in Mesa county.
Improvement fund the sum of
Five persons, four of thera women,
Iu Delta county there
which Is $1,236,737.91 more than
has been
were killed
and two Injured in a the Sixteenth General Assembly ap- formed ah organization known
as the
grade crossing accident rieaOaone propriated from the same funds.
"Delta County Good Roads Associapark, in the suburbs af New York.
According to the present state au- tion."
The membership fee being
trues Conroy, who was struck by ditor, $2,000,000 more are required for $1.00 a year.
lightning while working 1,500 feet un- the current period than was spent by
Beginning August 4, the new law
der ground In the Courtdale tunnel the Buchtel administration.
governing public drinking cups will be
of the Kingston Coal Coampany, near
rigidly enforced, according to the orWllkesbarre, Pa., is in such a precarider issued by Health Commissioner
Greeley Wins Big Victory.
ous conditljn that his recovery ts not
St. Louis
In the United States Cir- Sharpley.
expected.
The $4,000,000 contract for concuit Court of Appeals the city of
Twelve marked men held up and Greeley won an important victory, struction of a double track between
robbed a fast passenger on the Philawhen an opinion was handed down af- Pueblo aud Walsenburg for Joint use
delphia & Erie railroad, near Erie, Pa., firming the decision of the lower court Of the Rio Grande aud C. 41 S. railand escaped. The mall and express In its suit against the Union Pacific roads will be completed by July 20th.
cars were rifled and three of the train Railroad Company.
Andy Elofsou.
miner in Russell
crew were shot. How much money obThe opinion was written by Judge Gulch, was killed by hU hurse running
tained was not learned.
W. H. Munger and was concurred In away and throwing him aeiong a pile
Recently the state of Idaho made ar- by Judges Henry T. Reed and W. H. of rocks, fracturing his skull, breakrangements to extensively advertise Sanborn with slight exceptions.
ing several ribs and causing other inthat stale, and one of the schemes was
The suit was to clear the title to juries.
to send good talkers about over the the road's alleged right of way from
hundred Uta Indiana from
country talking for the state on the Denver to Cheyenne and to procure In- theThree
Uintah and Uncompahgre valleys
street corners with groups of men or junctions
prohibiting
interference have finished their three-da- y
Individuals, as the case may be, in a with the right of way, which, by an sun dance at Grand Junction, sacred
whlcn
,
sort of heart to heart way.
act of Congress, the railroad claimed stamped out consumption among the
to be' 400 feet.
tribesmen for another year.
The Supreme Ccurt of the United
Judge Munger concluded that tha
Elates has issued an order to the at
Federal Judge
of Pueblo ha i
property in question was for public
pointed Simile Trimble master in
torney general directing him lj in
private
use,
ami
for
sot
and
to
that
the
chancery
sell
the properties and
struct the lower courts to carry out
part of it that Greeley wishes to use
if the Colorado Railway, Light
the Supreme Court's decision provid
not
an
required
alleged
for
right
is
Power Company of Trinidad Aug. 2
ing for the dissolution of the Ameri
can Tobacco Company.
The thirty of way and is not necessary for tha at Trinidad.
days allowed the company to ask for road to dlacnarge Its duties to the
Native and rainbow trout to the
public.
rehearing has expired.
amount of 2(0,000 have been received
He
fully
road
considers
is
the
barred
The Missouri Pacific railway ami
from Denver by the Boulder Fish and
from claiming it is entitled to possesthe Cumberland Gap Despatch, opera'
ame Club and will be placed in th"
400 feet of the right
of
sion
entire
the
lng via the Old Dominion steamship
club hatchery, a'iout five miles up
way
lowof
and that the decree of the
and Norfolk & Western lines, have enBoulder canon.
court was right.
tered Info a traffic alliance for the er Judge
That the beet crop in the Peckham viReed said the city has a right
operation of dally through merchan-dlslay streets across the right of way. cinity will be a bumper one Is believed
to
cars from Norfolk, Va., to Denver,
The decision means the saving of by the farmers, who have planted exhandling buai
Pueblo and Salt
1500,000 to Greeley, as there are many tensively, as a beet six inches long and
ness originating at New York, PhilaImprovements and business three laches In circumference repredelphia and other seaboard territory. public on
houses
the extra 100 feet claimed. sents the average at this time.
At Plymouth. Pa., three hundred
A uaw through railroad from Delta
graves were torn apart and carried
county to Los Angeles, via Artiona
Will Not Abandon Fort Logan.
dowu several feet at two cemeteries
Washington. While lu Washington aud Naw Mexico is not an improbby the mine workings beneath them
C A. Johnson, president of the Denver able enterprise eventually, according
settling. It Is feared that the cave-I- n
of Commerce, had an Inter-v- i to well laid plans of a newly organwill Include a large number of otb r Chamber
w
tha it. si'ii. 'in, which had ised Colorado company
with
graves.
by Senator GuggenTwenty-fiv- e
been arranged
refrigerator carload
Niue indictments charging restraint
heim. The President assured him tha for the outside market. In addition to
of trade In violation of the Sherman
people of Denver wore unduly alarmed local consumption, is the estimate
t
law were returned by a fedabout Fort Logan; that it will not be now placed on the Steamboat Springs
eral grand Jury In New York against abandoned. The proposed
changM, strawberry crop by the Produce Aa
as many associations and a long list aa said, were simply la tha form of nidation, and arrangements are being
comprising
Individuals
the
of
racoumeudatlons. and thera Is quite made accordingly. This estimate hat
"wire trust" affiliated with the steel a difference betwaen reoommendaUons
bin-arrived at fíat a uaraful inIndustry.
spection of the different fields.
and aa order
.
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to have an artesian

well in the near future.
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At a recent local option
election
Salt Lake. Ogden and Park City, Utah,
went wet by heavy majorities. Provo
and
are dry.
Aviator l,emar was probably fatally
injured at Coshocton, Ohio, when ftM
biplane, flying low, struck the roof of
a house.
Fire of unknown origin, starting In
the rear of a saloon at Hawthorne,
Mineral county, Nevada, caused loah
of $25,000.
Fife men are working desperately
to rescue two miners Imprisoned In
the Whlrwlnd tunnel at American
Fork, Vtah, by an earth cave.
Craz 4 by heat, Mrs. Maud McCrary
of Ixis Angeles, Cal., killed her three
small children and ended her own life
In a vacant house In Lockney, Texas
The crushed bodies of three mtn
were found near the bottom of a
freight car loaded with lumber at
Neb. The men had been stealing a ride.
"Texas is to have a banner crop
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oponed In Greeley.

Lafayette
Newnpapr t'nlon Newa Svivlc.
Pottery Sand In Weld.
Greeley. Eastern capitalists
will
Investigate a rare kind of sand, suitable for making
tha finest pottery,
in Weld
that has been uncovered
county, about ten miles west of Carr.
WeMArn

NewiS-rvIr-

,

t'nlnn News Srrvlee.
WESTERN.
r

this year, unless ndlcations fall," e
clared K. F. Adams, assistant general
passenger agent of ,the Santa Fe rail
road at Galvtston.
Separated only by a few second3
ing. One woman was found wandering in i he streets, demented and cry- two earthquake shocks, the heaviest
since the lug shake of 1900, Jarred the
ing.
Bishop James Davis of the Catholic central portion of California and west
diocese ol Iowa sent out an order to em Nevada Each shock lasted about
all priests of his diocese that prayers five seconds.
(or rain be recited dally.
Helen Kumbel, 14 years old, beaten
Prosustant pastors in several Eastfor neglecting a task, is dead in her
ern cities have urged their congrega- home near Uridley, Cal. Her steptions to pray for rolief from the ter- mother and her stepbiother, were held
by a coroner's Jury to answer to the
rible suffering.
charge of murder.
With reports of 104 degrees temperature in four widely separated
Burled alie when a bank of earth
cities, together with e score of other caved In on him as he was hiding
cities broiling in a temperature of 100 from his comrades w! en playing In
or higher, no hope for relief could be the sand pits at West Fifth avenue, in
discovered
Denver, Everett l.efbom,
Local thunderstorms may alleiats son of Mrs. Elmfl l.ofbom of 554 l.ipan
suffering In some sections, but they street, lost his life.
will be showers by UWM4 chance,
A farmer ol Greenville, Texas, Danfor no indications of ruin are any- iel W. Byers, has been arrested,
where to be seen. The heat is taking charged with murderiug I.. I,. Harris,
a heavy toll of death ar.d the suffer- at Bonbam, fifty years ago. Byers,
ing Is Increased by n drought that who is seventy-ninyears old, has
practically has been unbroken lh the lived In Texas many yoars. There is
south Atlantic and East Uulf states, only one witness living.
whPi- - the temperatures
are moder
Steamers down the lake from
ate.
are sending wireless messages
At tho weather bureau here the 3tBting that tbey are late because they
mercury reached the 9fr mark, while have been held by a snowstorm this
two hours later the bureau thermo- side of the Canadian Soo. Forty-onmeter on the street level showed a degrees with a stiff east wind through
temperature of 107. There wore two the city streets brought about winter
fatalities.
wraps In Dtiluth
Nineteen persons who were overAccompanied by very heavy rains,
come received treatment in hospital. destructive cyclones swept over south
Many others were given private at- centraP South Dakota. Farmers wittention.
nessed the demolition of their barns,
Ixmisvllle, Ky.; St. Joseph, Mo ; outbuildings and trees with complaDavenport, Iowa, and Yuma, Ariz
cency, as the rain will benefit the
were the four cities In which tho crops sufficiently to cover the cyclone
104 mark was reached.
Boston at- damage1 a thousand fold.
tained a record of 101, the highest
Closely pursued by the town marshever reached there, a like tempera- al, a pickpocket leapid into the basture being also recorded in Albany, ket of a balloon near Say re, Okla.,
N. T.i Kansas City, Columbus, Ohio,
'ng the
Just as the air craft was .
W.
Parkcrsburg,
Va.;
Concordin,
ground and soiled away to safety. The
Kan.. Dubuque, Iowa: Des Moines balloon bad been filled with gas an l
and Fresno, Cal.
the aeronaut, George Harvey, was In
For the first time In Its history the basket ready to start when the
Hartford, Conn., scored ion, that rec- marshal discovered the pickpocket
ord also being, equal led at
taking a purse from a pocket of a citiWayne,
Ind.;
Ohio; zen whose attention was centered on
Cincinnati,
Springfield, 111.; Harrlsburg, Pa.; the balloon
Chicago, St. !ouis, Indianapolis, Toledo. Ohio; Oklahoma City, uroaha
WASHINGTON.
and Fort Smith, Ark
When the government's fiscal year
closed June 30 the federal treasury
Thirteen Deaths on Fourth.
held a caal: surplus of at least $33,
Chicago.
From the
000.000.
celebration of the Fourth thirteen
Another Investigation is proposed.
deaths was the total reported In the Representative Raker of California in'iiiteii States, according to figures troduced a resolution for the investicompiled.
sproad of gation of the public land laws.
The nation-widthe sane Fourth movement brought
formalities necessary to the fi'mu in the smallest number of cele- nalAllconclusion
of the general arbitrabration casualties ever recorded. In tion treaty between
America and
nearly every city where the uso of
England could be completed within
by individúale was prohibitfour hours, assuming that the machined, no accidents were recorded.
ery was working properly and smoothly, Is the official declaration.
Fight on Postal Banks Ended.
Intimation that prosecution of cerWasnlngton
Postmaster General tain witnesses for perjury would grow
Hitchcock, In announcing the addiut of the Senate Investigation of the
tion of fifty more postal savings de- election of Senator lxrlmer was forthpositors, noted with satisfaction that coming daring the examination of Edthe opposition of baukiug institutions ward Htnea, the Chicago millionaire
had almost disappeared. Applications lumberman whose name Is connected
for authority to receive
funds with the alleged tinO.OOu fund collectre being received from forty banks
ed to elect Mr. orlmer
day.
Senator Ouggenhelm'a bIM authorising the President to appoint an addl
Albuquerque D:'eats Santa Fa.
tloaal federal Judge tar tha District
Santa Fe, N. M In a closely
game here the Albuquerque of Colorado was reported favorably
baseball team defeated Manta Fs by a from the Senate committee on Judiciary by Senator Clark of Wyorilag and
aeore of 4 to 0.
probably will pass the Senate when
Stabbed Over Springer Cass.
Bt. Uiula. While engaged In an ar- bills on the calendar are again taken
fof consideration.
gument over the merits of the spring up
r divorce case In Denver, Theodora
The Canadian reciprocity situation
Williams, ugod 26. was subbed In tha has cleared to a marked degree and a
throat by James Htlnson, a teamster. canvass of the situation In tha Senate
to the
A friend of Htlnsou who attempted to was In every way assuring
act aa peacemaker, was slashed friends of the measure.
the hand
con-taste-

Morocco, showed

COLORADO NEWS
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TO PRAY

Returns for the five days ending
June 26 show that there are ninety-sevecases of cholera In Naples.
Th" sensations
caused by Germany's action In sending a warship to
Agadlr.

HEAT KILLS

LITTLE COLORADO ITEMS.

FOREIGN.

CONDENSATION
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$3,703,-205.1-

To Lydla E.

Srottvilie, Mich." I want to tell
you how much good LydiaE.Pinkham'a
vegetable com
pound and Sanatira
Wash hare done me.
I live on a farm and
very
hae worked forty-five
bard. I am
years old, and
am the mother of
thirteen children.
Many people think
It strange that I am
not broken down
with hard work and
the care of bit ram.
Ily, but I tell them of my good friend,
Compound, and thai
rour Vegetable
will be no backache and bearing
down paint for them li they will tata
it as I hare. I am scarcely erer with-oit in the house.
will say also that I think there la
"I
no better medicine to ba found tot
young girls to build them np and make
them strong and well. Mr eldest
daughter has taken Lydla E. Pink,
ham's Vegetable Compound for painful periods and irregularity, and it baa
always helped her.
"I am always ready and willing to
apeak a good word for the Lydla X.
PinkhanVs Remedies. I tell every one
I meet that I owe my health and happiness to these wonderful medicines. '
Mrs. J. O. JoimsoN,8cottTille,MielL
E.F.D. 8.
Lydla E. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmful drugs, and
holds the record
for the largest number of actual cures
of female diseases.
ut

to-d-

Worrying Happiness.
The bishop of Manchester, speaking
at a meeting at Church House, Westminster, said the secret of happiness
was to have a sufficient multitude of
worries.
The man who had only one worry,
a blind that would not be pulled up
straight by the servant, or a coal
scuttle the bottom of which was always coming out, found his way to
the lunette asylum. But the man who
had no time to dwell upon his worries because he had to go from one to
another, and back again and round
and round like a squirrel In a cage,
could be a perfectly happy man.
FEELS

BOY.

A

Sheldon
Smith,
Prop.
Arlington
House, Woodland. Cal., says: "Threa
years I was almost

helpless. Kidney secretions scalded terribly and obliged ma
to arise ten to twelve
times a night My
left limb became so
stiff and sore I could
hardly walk
Just
hobbled around with
I,
a cane.
had almost
very complaint that
diseased kidneys produce, and Doan's Kid
ney Pills removed them all. At the age
of 76 I feel like a boy and enjoy health
and comfort.- Can anyone wonder at
my gratitude?
Remember the name Doan's.
For sale by druggists and general
storekeepers everywhere. Price SOo.
Foster-Milbur-

Co., Buffalo,

n

N. T.

The 8ame, but Different.

"When It comes to the task of taking up the parlor carpet, do you run
away from the Job?"
' No. I
beat It"

To Ctt

Its Beneficial Effect
Always Buy tht Genuine
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LIKE

Ince Doan's Kidney Pills Cured Him
of Terrible Kldnsy Trouble.

t
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Vegetable Compound
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Del Extranjero.
Estados Unidos han reconocido
oficialmente la r?pnbllea de Portugal
y eónsnles y represéntate
han sido
nombrados al efecto.
I.
Plerponl Morgan phsequlo al
emperador Guillermo de Alemania con
una carta autógrafa de Martin Luther
de 1521 escrita al emperador Carlos
V. y por la cual el millonario amerl-eanpagó la friolera de $$6,000.00.
Su majestad confirió sobre Morgan la
cocdeceraelón de la Oran Cruz de ta
orden de la Aguila Roja.
Las fiestas de la coronación terminaron va habiendo resultado lucidísimas. Bus majestades los reyes fueron
aclamados por todo el pueblo que
llenaba las calles del populoao
Ultima de Ibh fiestas
landres.
fué la función de gala en el teatro de
la ópera. Para esta función toda la
artstoorsoia estaba prevenida y el
suceso fué de esos que nunca se
olvidan.
Ptcen que este fué uno de
los acontecí míen tos mas brillantes de
todas las fiesta.

LITTLE

Lo

NOTICIAS DE LA
ULTIMA SEMANA
Waetern Neweoeoer Union Nwa Htv!

Desde El Oeste.
Bn Oretton, 8. D., un Incendio canso
lina perdida de I76,O0)O.
Bn Port Arthur, Tez., hubo una explosion de un tanque de aeelte, en la
explosión resulto un capitán muerto y
las perdidas en meUUloo se estiman
en $100.000.0.

Mientras Justaban ft Prank Jackson por el delito de (abrloar y elreular
moneda falsa, este le robo el rsloj al
Jues sin que este se diera ouenta de
ello.

Elijah Claniblt. de Ottumwa, la., de
11 anos de edad íue presa de un ata
que de locura y mientras este le duro
mató ft sú madre con una arma de
fuego, birlo ft sú hermana
y luego
trató de suicidarse.
Helen Rumbel, de 14 anos de edad
fué cuereada por su madrastra y su
medio hermano. La infeliz muchacha
murió ft consequencta de la golpeada
y ahora la madrastra y el muchacho
están en la cárcel acusados de crimen
La primer paca de algodón de este
aflo fué vendida en Houston, Tez
Esta paca fifé puesta & la venta In
mediatamente en la plataforma del
mercado algodonero y fué vendida en
la cantidad de $1,015.00.
Mientras que el Sheriff en Belle
FVurche lo esperaba con una orden
para ponerlo preso, Odin C. Hamelster
de 27 atlos de edad, cajero del banco
Northwest State de Newell, Hamelster se suicidó en el cuarto de su
hotel.
Dick Miller, un aereonauta trataba
de dar una exhibición subiendo en un
globo en un carnaval en Weiser, Ida.,
pero tuvo tan mala suerte que cuando
este descendía con su paracaldas,
este vino A caer precisamente en el
rio Snake ahogándose poco después.
En Nebraska se ha comenzado ft
levantar, las cosechas de trigo y avena
las que prometen ser muy abundantes
en toda la comarca del sur del estado.
Mujeres son empleadas ahora en vez
de hombres, estas, se dice, hacen el
mismo trabajo que un hombre, mas
aprisa y mas barato.
Everett Lefbom,' un muchachito de
5 unos, hijo de Mrs. Elma hefbom de
Denver perdió la vida mientras
con sus compañeros ft las escondidas. El chiquillo trató de esconderse en un lugar arenoso cuando de
repente se fué sumiendo hasta quedar
enterrado antes de que alguen pudiera
auxiliarlo.
.,
En Barstow, Callf. occurrió una
conflagración con enormes pérdidas.
La casa redonda de la compañía del
Santa Fe, unos talleres, una gran
casa de madera, y otras casas adyacentes, todas fueron reducidas ft ceni-sa- s
por un gran incendio. 16 locomotoras fueron inutilizadas completamente y las pérdidas montan &
a

$400,-000.0-
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Notss ds Nuevo Méjico.
La logia de los Masones Escoceses
se reunirá en convención en Santa Fé
Weetern

probablemente el primero de Septiembre.
En Nara Visa recientemente oayó
una tormenta acompañada de granlso
causó aartaa
y después rayos, esto
pérdidas.
En todos los condados del distrito
Judicial donde Koswell estA situado,
se ha prohibido Jugar base ball en

Notas ds Sport.
Tyoi Indios de Cheyenne derrotaron
ft los Orlses de Ratón en un Juego de
base ball con un score de 11 ft S en

Domingo.
En las Vegaa ae expidieron quince
Usencias para matrimonios en el mes
ilo Junio.
Psrecs que en las Vega
todo mundo se estft casando.
DeXter tendrft que cerrar su cancompromiso berbo con
tina según
jefes de la población.
La cantina
serft cerrada el primaro da Octubre.
Dieciseis caballos que se creía hablan sido robados como A cincuenta
millas si este de Roswell han sido encontrados en los llanos. l.m caballos
son propiedad da Lon Cottlngham y
Wm. Crow.
Un grupo de criminales serA puesta
A trabatar
en el camino de Rito de
los Frijoles, en el condado de Sandoval. Se procederá primero A com
poner el cerro del Agua y los puntos
principales del camino.
Anbrosio Chavez fue A parar A la
cárcel dlsque por que estaba exhlblen
do sus buenas formas. Chavez aegu
ramente se creyó un moderno Adonis
y sin mas ropa que la con que nació
se estaba exhibiendo.
En Wagon Mound tendrAn uu 'día
de frijolea." Septiembre 20 serA el
día, en esta ocasión
frijoles serAn
servidos A todos los visitantes en
cualquier estilo y tantos como se
puedan comer. Con seguridad que va
A haber muchos
trampas se dia.
En el Mal Pals que corre por la
linea :llvlsorla entre los condados de
Socorro y Uncoln Wallace Gum
John Philips encontraron un pozo de
agua A una profundidad de 740 plés
Se dice que este pozo es el primero
en toda la sección del Mal Pais.
Un número de capitalistas del este
tienen MI proyecto la construcción de
plantas hydro eléctricas en
el rio
Gila que suplan fuerza para las minas,
uliimbrad.i y en fin, para todas las
necesidades. Ias plantas si se men
en operación. quedarAn cerca de Mogollón.
En Santa Fé hubo una carrera con
una apuesta de $400.00 y millares de
apuestas mas chicas que suben A
,a Uegúa
vencedora
arlos miles.
se llama Lady Palestine y es propiedad del Sheriff Closson de Santa F'é;
esta corrió con otra llegua llamada
Kosa Dick.
Varios vecinos se han opuesto con
todas sus fuerzas A la remoción de
los archivos de Lincoln que era la cabecera del condado A la nueva cabecera que hoy es Carrizozo. Cuando
se procedía A remover los archivos,
los vecinos Be opusieron y no permitieron' su remoción.
1

Ratón, N. M.
"Dago" Mlke de Iadvllle y Eddle
Mathewson de Cripple Creek se encontraran en un bout de 20 rounds en
Telluride el cinco da Julio.
A mediados de Julio en Walsenburg
un encuentro entre Harry
tendrft
Riede de Aspen y Erlenborn de Den-veEl encuentro serft de 15 rounds
y promete estar muy igual.
En Julio 15 se llevará A cabo una
carrera entre un aereoplano y un hidroplano, esta serft la primera efec
La carrera protuada en Chicago.
mete ser muy enteresante por la construcción de las maquinas, una de
estas Irft provista de pontones, ó barquillas que la protejan en caso de
caer en el mar.
En la carrera por el penant en la
Western League. Denver que era el
primero en honores de todaB clases,
se acható al cruzar sus bates con los
de St. Joseph. Dicen que en St.
Joseph los osos de Denver no pueden
jugar debido & jerlzongas que les
hacen y & las broncas que les arman.
En los ñltlmos juegos Denver perdió
loa tres Juegos de las series con St.
Joseph debido principalmente & esto.
hora esta en segundo lugar, ocu
pando el primer lugar su hermano
Pueblo:
Es de notarse que los dos
únicos clubs en Colorado son los im
ndolantados en toda la liga.
De Aquí y del Alia.

planta mas grande, es una especie de alga que se '.uiuentra en
las proximidades de Kb islas del mar
del Sur y que frequentemente alcanza
cien metros de largo.
Mientras se bañaban en la playa
cerca de Pensacola, Fia., 10 negritos
fueron cogidos por la marea y
s
dentro del mar doñee los
no pudieron
nadar habiéndose
aras-trado-

nary Interest.
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ahogado.
Lillian Graham y Ethel Conrad, las
dos mujeres que dieron muerte al
millonario Stokes, y que fueron puestas en la cárcel en Nueva York obtusu libertad mediante una
vieron
fianza.
El hombre mas gordo del mundo,
de los conocidos es E. Cannon, Nació
bl siete de Maye de 1884 y tiene por
consiguiente veintisiete años Je edad.
Posa 604 libras y se exhibe actualmente en Berlin.
En el ferrocarril Erie, el limite de
ciad que un hombre puede tener para
poder ser empleado por esta compañía es de 36 años. l,os mayores de
35 no podran ser empleados en la
dicha compañía.
La petición del gobierno por la cual
se quería que la compañía l'nlon Pacific dejara de tener control sobre la
Southern Pacific fué anulada por la
suprema corte. Se dice esto no significa' la restricción de industria ó
comercio.
En Plymouth, Pa., 225 sepulcros se
huudleron completamente debido A las
excavaciones mineras que se han es
Se
tado efectuando en esa sección.
teme que todo el sementerio se hunda
por las mismas razones.
Entre Chinos es de cortesía pregunIais
tar la edad, de las personas.
gastos personales en este pals son excesivamente bajos, con trecientos
lesos anuales se vive cómodamente
ye se da uno el lujo de mantener dos

Desde Washington.
Clarence S. Funk uno de los prinel
pales testigos en el caso Lorimer
cuando compareció ante el comité de
investigación del senado Be quejó de
que habla sido cuidado por numerosos
detectives y que no podia estar en
entera libertad por que los detectives
tenían Instrucciones de obrar en con
tra de el por cualquier cosa.
El presidente Taft en su último
mensaje al congreso de la Union de
nunció A los manufactureros y vende
doras de lo que el llama "medicinas
peligrosas" y recomienda que pasos
sean tomados A fin de evitar mas
abusos y de que se haga efectiva la
ley de alimento puro y medicinas,
cuya ley ha sido y estA siendo violada
por casi todos los manufactureros, las
medidas que el aconseja son apoyadas
por la decisión de la suprema corte.
En el lio que por mucho tiempo exls
lia entre Méjico y los Halados Uní
se
dos por el cual ambas naciones
dipulabuu la sección conocida con el
nombre del Chamiza!, este fué some
tido A arbitraje A un alto funcionario
del CanadA. Despuee de un detenido
y concienzudo estudio el Arbitro falló
ni en favor bl en contra de ninguna
nación, sin embargo Méjico sacó el
mejor partido aunque se quería que
todo el fallo fuera eu favor de Méjico sirvientes.
por que este ha ejercido autoridad
1.a carta de amor mas vieja que se
sobre esta faja por tiempo indefinido
ha escrito e la dirigida hace tres mil
correos
La comisión de oficinas de
quinientos años A una princesa egip
la en cía solicitando su mano pura contraer
ha tomado para su estudio
mlenda presentada por el dlputadc mptrimouio.
Tiene la forma y conlewis nor la cual se condena íi las sistencia de un ladrillo, y A esto se
compañías de express por los exborbl debe su conservación.
tantee cargos que estas cobran por la
jo primero que tiene que hacer todo
Kstu
bultos.
de
sransuortacion
que se decide A contraer matriel
proyecto provee A mas que la con
es pagar
en el TurqueslAn,
cesión que ahora tieueii las compañías monio
y esta cierta cantidad de dinero previamente
de express les sea abolida
del convenida A los padres de la novia.
quede eu las manos exclusivas
gobierno. No solo los bultos serftn Mas sí la pretendida no quiere dar
sus padres
tomados en consideración sino tam su mano al pretendiente,
redevuelven el dinero A no ser que dls
bien cosas de comestibles que
quieren unr pronta entrega como le- pongan de otra bija que ofrecer al
mismo.
gumbres, etc.
En el ejército regular de los Estadeclarado
lia
Taft
El presidente
Unidos el veinticuatro por ciento
dos
ft
A
la
llevar
que I eBtft dispuesto
nacionalizados; eu
práctica la enmienda que fué iniciada es de extranjeros
el cincuentaynos por ciento
en las c A niaras hace poco y que ha la marina
lu oficialidad de baja graduación
sido moilvo de acaloradas discusiones. de
son nacidos en otros países y na
ensu
á
i
le
resuelto
estA
Mr Taft
clonalizados americanos, el cuarenta
mienda pase.
por ciento de los marinos es también
El presidente Samuel Oompers, el de extranjeros naturalizados.
secy
el
Mitchell
John
presidente
vice
Henry W. Taft, el hermano del
retarlo Frauk Morrison de la Ameri- presidente fué paseado en un aereo-plancitafueron
can Federation of libor
por Thomas Sopwlth el aviador
17
dos para aparéeos ante la corte el
Mr. Taft tuvo un "delicioso
Inglés.
He quiere formular acusada Julio
vuelo," según el, habiendo recorrido
ción contra estos hombres por burla como 10 millas eu su paseo.
hacia las tortas de la nación.

bilis puestos en la cAmara respecto
de la admisión
de Nuevo
Méjico y Arizona como estados k la
unión fué pasada favorablemente por
el senado.
Ahora solo falta revisar
las constituciones de los dos territorios y hacer algunas enmiendas A
ellas.
Ea de nortarse y esto llama
mucho ia atención de cuie mientras
la constituyen de Nuevo Méjico trata
por todos los medios posibles de
los derechos de los mejicanos
nativos daudoles iguales prerrogativas, en Arizoua se trata de hacer todo lo contrario, es decir, si se aprueba
lu constitución de Arizoua, los mejicanos quedarAn sin casi ningún derecho.
o- -

pro-teje- r

Notas de Colorado.
lleorge Olesoti de 12 años de edad
lué 'muerto instantáneamente por un
rayo en Hugo
Eu Weld County hay como 277 acres
de terreno que estAu siendo cultivados
con resultados halagadores.
Un granero que pertenecía A Silas
Ashley en Brandon fué destruido por
un incendio recientemente.
El salarlo del
administrador de
orreos de Y urna ha sido subido de
$1,200.00 A $1,400.00 al año.
c

la compañía l'nlon Pacific corrió
primer tren sobre la nueva via que
tu A Kurt Collins recientemente.
F.l condado de Kiowa ha sido visitado últimamente por lluvias que hau
da
traído lu esperanza al corazón
muchos agricultores.
, Cañón City, se dice producirá este
año como 1,000 carros de muiizanas y
o:ras fruías la cuales serAn vendidas
en los mercados fruteros.
John Foster riñó con Alex Peterson
en Dead Rock, un campo minero al
La
oeste del caudado de Montrose.
riña se hizo acalorada y, Foster mato
á Peterson.
El preside e Johuson de lu cámara
e

de comercio

de Colorado

NEW MEXICO NEWS

Minor Occurences of Mors Thsn Ordi

NOTICIAS DEL

eu su

re-

ciente visita A Washington tuvo una
entrevista con el presidente Taft en
ia que este le aseguró que el puesto
militar de Fort l.uguu no serla abandonado.
El presideule dijo que las
reformas (jue se pretenden hacer al
ejército lio sou cosos hecbas y un
cualquier evento Fort lxjgau no será
abandonado.
Pretuloa de diferentes tamaños y
valores serAn ofrecidos durante la
feria qun de uño en año se viene cele
brando en el condado de Yuma.

Remarkable Dwsrf.
Irata Visitor. I call tbls a down
right fraud. You advertise on your
Mils. "The Most Remarkable Dwarf
in the World," and he turns out to
ba Mve feet five inches high.
Bland showman Exactly so, sir.
That's Just what's so reraarkabla
aliout him. He's the tallest dwarf on

NEW MEXICO ITEMS

Gathered From

Prv1ee.

Ambrosio Chaves Is In jail In Albuquerque
charged with Indecent exposure.
There will be 640 acres of apples
and pears put out In the Farmington

AH

Parts of the State

Western Newtpeper 1'nlnn New

record.

Service.

Postsl Bsnk S Failure.
country.
Santa Fe. The postal savings bank
Crui Gabaldon had his arm cut off Is a failure in Santa Fe, June closing
In a mowing sickle near Hatch, Dona
with only one depositor, and he with
Ana county.
only one dollar on deposit.
Carlsbad, for the first time In twenty-one
years. Is a dry town, the last
Good Rains Help Grazing.
saloon having been closed.
sl
good rains have
George O. Hutson, aged 84 years, visited Jamez Springs and vicinity rewa found dead In his house on his cently, which have lowered the temclaim, one mile northwest of Roy.
perature considerably and been vary
The next meeting of the Scottish beneficial to crops, grazing, etc
Rite Mason of the territory will be
held in Santa Fe about September 1st.
Clovis is a Live Wire.
First cutting of alfalfa is almost up
Clovis. Interest Is now being maniat Aztec, the crop being light. Heavy fested in the CIovIb Charobei of Comsecond and third cuttings are almost merce and a number of new and exa certainty.
cellent propositions are being agitated.
Francis Theodore Buechll of East A campaign for new members is beus Végas, ha been nominated as a ing waged and It is expected that one
first lieutenant In tbe medical re- hundred members will be enrolled by
serve corps.
the end of the month.
Water has just been turned barlt
To Purchase No More Wool.
Into the big canals of the Carlsbad
project and the farmers are on the
Roswell. Wool buyers In Roswell
job night and day.
and In the eastern New Mexico marWork on the new $130,000 Chaves ket have all received telegrams from
county court bouse Is progressing and their firms Instructing them to purthe building will be ready for occu- chase no more wool. It is believed
that the action of the House in psrb-inpancy In December.
the free wool bill is responsible
Rev. Thomas Harwood, aged 82, national chaplain of the Grand Army, for the new order. About half the
was married In Albuquerque to Mrs. crop in this Rectlon of New Mexico
has been bought.
Mary Clark, 18 years his Junior.
Dr. Thomas Harwood, aged 80, and
To Enforce Court's Mandata.
Mrs. Maty Clark, aged nearly 70, of
After repeated en
Fe.
Santa
Albuquerque,
have announced their
engagement, the marriage to occur treaties that he compel the removal of
Lincoln county records from Lincoln
soon.
New Mexico has not had a bank to the new county seat of Carrizozo,
which is being resisted by the people
failure in nine yean anj this won- of
the old county seat. Gov. Mills an
derful record is sal to shin" with un nounce
that he will await the de
exampled glory 'iirourhout the United
cision of the District Court at CarriStates.
zozo, July loth, and that the territory
W. H. Andrews
Delegate
has ap- will enforce the mandate of the court
pointed
ennetb Eii, of ArWsia, sec- if it takes the entire militia to do it
ond alte as to from New Mexico for
midshipn an at the naval academy at
Jamez.--SAvor-

i

'.

Annapolis.
Albuquerque and this, east half ot
by a tor
New Mexico were visited
rential downpour which was the heaviest in many monthB, if not many

years.

The entire Pecos valley, with the
exception of Hoswell, has been soaked
In the south
with a splendid rain.
end of the valley there was some damage to hay that had been cut.
general order
In compliance with
No. 11 the National Guard of New
Mexico will hold its annual encampment this year at Carop Mills, near
ms Vesas, beginning
July 19th.
The Agua Pura Water Company at
i.s Vegas has let a contract for a
of
13,000 toot canal and 2,500 feet
to enable the new reservoir
flume
to be filled more quickly In lime of

Storm Visits Las Vegas.
I,aa Vegas. -- las Vegas was visited
by one of the worst wind mid hsil
storms known for years. The storm
was general over this part of the
country. The downpour which accom
panied the storm assumed almost the
proportions of a cloudburst, and in a
few minutes the streets were running
full of water. Hailstones shattered
many windows and there was a vivid
electrical display.

Water Application Rejected.
Santa Fe The application of Hugh
Duval tor diversion of the waters of
the Big Navajo river in Colorado for
irrigating 10,000 acres In Rio Arriba
county, was rejected by Miller, because under a recent Supreme Court
ruling the territorial engineer has no
jurisdiction over the waters in Colodrouth.
rado. The engineer approved at the
Gov. Mills appointed District Clerk same time the application of Denver's
John looms of Las Vegas traveling applicants for a
t
concrete arch
auditor of New Mexico to succeed dam on the Arroya Seco, on the loto
resigned
Safford,
who
V.
Charles
Tbe
bato grant, Rio Arriba county.
accept a bank position at Albuquer- dam Is unique in that It is thirty feet
que.
wide at the bottom and only five feet
Eugenio Molina, powder man of tbe wide at the top.
Chino Copper Company of Silver City
and
Is dead and Mauville Terrazas
Skeletons Unearthed.
Lord Nelson badly injured as the
Santa Fe. Five skeletons were dug
of an explosion of a can of black
up by workmen in the foundation for
powder.
the new First National bank buildLlewellyn
H.
W.
District Attorney
At first it was
ing, on the plaza.
of Santa Fe Is vigorously stamping thought
they were tbe skeletons
that
out the many saloons In his district of men killed in brawls during tbe
which are doing business In places of early days of tbe American occupaless than mo people contrary to the tion, when a salo...:
occupied
tbe
New Mexico statutes.
place, but an examination by Dr. EdAt a special meeting held Tuesdi y gar L Hewett of the School of Amerievening the Roswell Board of Educa- can Archeology, showed the skeletons
tion decided to Install domestic sci- to be those of Pueblo Indians.
Prior
ence in the course of the Roswell to the Spanish occupation, over 300
ready-wheeverything
high school, having
years ago, there was a populous Inthe session begins on the lth dian settlement on tbe site of Santa
of September.
Fe.
On "Kearney Day," August 19th, In
Fe,
the old plaza at Santa
tbe end
Andres Gets Life Sentence.
of the historic Santa Fe trail, a handSanta Fe. Found guilty at Tierra
some granite monument erected by
,
the Daughters of the Revolution will Amarilla of killing his
be formally dedicated.
an Apache Indian, Juan P. Andres
That tbe final decision of the courts was
sentenced to the penitentiary for
In tbe matter of the county seat right
Andres had been beating his
life.
between Uncoln and Carrizozo will
remonbe ehforced If It takes all ibe military wife, when his father-in-laforce of New Mexico is the determistrated, and Andres shot down tbe
nation of Governor Mills.
latter from ambush. Arthur H.
That Albuquerque be made the perPostmaster Steven
wbo killed
manent convention heudquartera ot Conover at Lyden last December, took
the Imperial Council, Ancient Arabic advantage of a faulty
indictment,
Order Nobles of tbe Mystic Shrine, is which was quashed.
He was
the proposition to be laid before the
and placed under $5,(iiiu bond
council at Its meeting in Rochester. Judge McFle sentenced eleven to
D. E. Howse. who was convicted at
tbe penitentiary and one to the rethe March term of District Court in form school, and then adjourned the
manEddy county on tbe charge of
term.
slaughter and given a sentence of
from one to two years in the penitenDexter Saloon to Close.
tiary, has accepted the sentence.
The territorial conservation comRoswell. The legal battle over the
mission met in Santa Fe and organlone saloon at Dexter is all off. A
ized by electing Republican National compromise
has been c.'ected be
Committeeman Solomon l.una of AJ tween the owner, P. C. Jacoby, and the
l.unas. chairman, and Attorney W. A. town trustees by which tbe dram shop
Fleming Jones of .as Cruces, secre- is to he closed October 1st, and retary.
main closed.
Tbe Angora goat men of Grant
county are having splendid luck with
Grand Jury Remains Organized.
Tbe
their young kids this season.
Roswell.- - Followlug u repor of the
Bear Mountain Angora Goat Company special grand Jury empaneled chiefly
have 2,000 kids so far, and the loss
to act on (he case of Jim Lynch, who
has been the lowest for years.
shot and killed Hoswell's city marFollowing a movement started by
shal, Roy Woofter, Judge Pope bas anthe chamber of Commerce of Clovis, nounced that tbe grand jury will rea dozen cities in eastern New Mexico
have wired the chairman uf tbe Sen- main organized until the fall term of
ate territories committee and other court. In order that It may be Imme
senators, urging immediate reporting d lately convened in case further
of the prohibition law are
and passagv of tbe statehood

Domestic Peace.

"Tbe Hague has done much toward
promoting peace In tha world." "Tes."
replied Miss Cayanne, "and so baa
Reno."

Modern Vlaw.

A

"Ethel." aaked the teacher, when
Ethel bad grown quite large and began to think a little, "whom do tha
Ancient say supported tbe world on
bis shoulders?"
"At'as. ma'am."
"Tea, quite right now. If Atlaa supported the world who supported Atr
las?"
"I suppose he married a rich wife"
replied Ethel thoughtfully.
Vacuum by tha Quart.
Two men on a train were in an argument as to tbe action on the vacuum braket
"I tell you that it ia the inflation
of the tube that stops tbe train," exclaimed one.
"Nothing of tbe sort!" was tbe reply
"It's tbe output of the exhaustion.
At the next stop It was decided to
submit tbe matter to tbe decision of
tbe engineer. Leaning out ot the window of hla cab, ba listened condescendingly to the arguments of both
men. Finally he said:
"As
matter of fact, you're both
wrong.
When we want to atop the
train we just learn thla tap, which
fills the pipe with vacuum."
CONCENTRATES.
No married man In Vienna la allowed to go up in a balloon without
the formal consent of hia wife and
children.
Tbe number of flax spindles In Germany Is estimated at 330,000 and of
mechanical looms at from 20,000 to
25.000.

New mileage of railroads built, In
the four years ending in 1900, In the
Old World was 28,074, and In tbe New,
34,726.

Of '.he 1,900,000,000 acres of land in
the United States, something like
are in farm, and of that acreage about 47,000,000
are improved

0

lands.

Alpine glaciers are receding and
some of them are disappearing entirely. Some attribute this action to
tbe boring of tunnels and building of

mountain railways.

The states of Queensland and New
South Wales, Australia, are giving
very considerable attention to government Irrigation, mainly by means of
artesian wells.

I
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discovered.

Edna G. Weaver, 20 years old, wbo
took examination for seven different
civic service positions open to women
at Kansas City, holds flrat place In
'six of them and second place In the
other.

Work on remodeling the Hotel
Francia at Manila bas commenced, an
op'en air cafe In the Inner court, an
entire new front on the building and a
third story containing a banquet hall
to seat 7,000 persons being among tha
The manaImprovements planned.
gers have also applied to tha Philip- aore site
sevenpine commission for a
hotel at Baguio,
to build a
with European capital.
200-roo-

OF UTAH."

"A GLIMPSE

The story of Utah's progress from
the time tbe Mormon emigrants entered the Salt lake valley, to tbe
present day, Is narrated and beautifully pictured, in a striking publica
lion Juat Issued by the Passenger Department. Denver & Rio Grande railroad, called "A Glimpse of Utah."
The story, by that
authority on Utah's history and resources. Judge E. F. Colburn, ia In
narrative form and intensely interestwell-know-

ing.

HOMESEEKER8
EXCURSION
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
MEXICO POINTS DUR1911.

ING

On tbe first and third Tuesdays of

each month during the entire year
and Southern RailThe Colorado
way will sell round trip bomeseekers'
excursion tlcketa to a great many
points In New Mexico and Texas at
greatly reduced rates. Final limit
liberal stop-ove- r
25 days allowing
privileges. For detailed information,
rates, etc., ciII on your nearest Colorado and Southern agent or address T.
Fisher, General Passenger Agent,
:

Denver, Colo.
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POINTS.
Dates. I Salr
Between all stations south and west
of Alsmosa and south of Vance Junction and all stations east and north
thereof, July 1, 1, and I. Batwaen all
other stations July 1, 3 and 4.
MISXIt--

Retara Uaslt
miles of
selling stations July lth. lit All other
destinations July Itb.
For full Information as to retos, train
service, oto., call on Rio Orando Agent.
or soareee nana a. waoieigh, (lea
oral Paseanger Age nt. Denver, Dale.
i

1.

To destinations within

this ordinance.
Section 2.
Before erect in
"pairing or adding to any
othe structure wninn the fit
written application lot
shall be- submitted la tin- Hbirri
tees of the Village:'
Which
shall state the proposed Incatic

First National Bank
CIHARRON,

H. H. Chandler,
C. R. Bass,
J. M. Heck, Vire

Everything Goes

-

INtiW MEXICO

Trunks, (irips. Suit Ciiach,
mbrvll'ts and .Slickers of
the best quality in a good
sortment .ire included in the

President

appear to the H 'itrd of Trustees that the
work proposed conforros with the provisVice-Presideions of this )rdnsj((:e. it shall, iastv a ter-mtherefor.
.nd the Hoard shall re-- I
President
quire the inspection of all buildings With
NA. W. Vasey. Cashier
in the fire limits.
often as necessary tA
insure compliance with this ordinance and
it
O. A.
may
charge for such inspection and for
Cash.
the.issuing of permits, sum not to exceed
ttto actual cost thereof.
Section f. - All buSMings. and afltlition
constructed he,rafter, wu'thin the.
above designated tire limits shall be of
brick, stone, adobe. ' srflid or feWorreM
concrete, solid or hollow tile, or cement
blocx construction. The brick used ih re
under shall be good, clean, whole', and
well burned
Stone shall be of a qualitv
and
strength suitable for the specific use
rain the frogs in the French lake to which
it is to be pul.
near town were emigrating to the Section 4 Walls and piers of all buildshall be properlv and solidly bonded
mountains and had taken to climb- ings
together with close Joints filled with mor
ing the trees. Such nature faking tar. .
f
of each story shall be built
as that, should be frowned upon. upThe walls
the full thickness to the top of the
The next thing it will lie saying is beamsabove and shall be pltimb and
a few
Brick walls shall be 12 inches
that Mason Chase has turned straight.
thick for the two upper stories,' increasing
Frenchman
is
living
four
on
frsgs
and
inches
for each two stories below up
D. Li. Cole made a business trio
10 24 inches.
Goods.
Party and division walls
legs.
to Raton Thursday.
shall be four inches thicker than the above
requirements.
Everything-to-Wea- r
Natural stone walls shall
Frank Sullivan and the officers ue our mi nes inciter
J. B. Procter left Wednesday
man liriek walls.
tor Roy where he will spend a of the Rocky Mountain railrosd Basement walls shall be - four inches
thicker than the first story.
couple of months "dry farming-- " are on an important deal this week.
Walls exceeding 100 feet in length shall
"Sully" wants the use of the ties not hav- - more than one upper story unless
lutely prohibited.
strengthened
by cross walls or pilasters.
Fred Lambert returned Wednes- belonging to the company, to waFk
Section 7.
Every building shall be
Provided however that dwellings conday from a trip to Colorado.
He on when he gets ready to leave structed within fire limits may have walls roofed with fire resisting material.
All
four inches thinner than the above require-ment- buildings shall be free from wooden corspent the Fourth very pleasantly town.
nices, awnifigs, or ropf monitors.
wading in snow knee deep near
The construction of adobe buildings shall
At window, door, or other opening the
One of the newly wedded men of walls shall be sfelf supporting withqut the in all respects conform to the requirements
Salida, Colorado.
Ufor
buildings of natural stone.
lintels.
Cimarron (for reasons known to useAllof side
Section 8. All buildings of three or
exterior and
party
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Pittman of we will
more
stories shall be equipped with a sufnot give his name) says walls shall have parapets rising not less
San Jon, Quay countv, who have that the penalty of
than
inches above the roois of the build- ficient number of adequate fire escapes
a stolen kiss is ings snd hall be the same thiexness and
Section 9. Buildingsof iron shall be lawbeen visiting their daughter and frequently a life
for manufacturing or warehouse pursentence at hard material as the walls of the upper stones. ful
Where practicable, standard fire walls poses. Out buldings of a size not larger
Mr. and Mrs. W. labor.
and
with parapets shall.be placed at intervals than 10x16 ft and 10 ft. high. constructed of a
B. Davis, for a couple ol weeks
of 50 feet.
All openings in fire walls shall wooden skeleton frame covered with corCharley
Lodge
says,
"Eat,
rugated iron or metal lath and plaster, shall
be protected by standard fire doors.
left Wednesday for home. Thev
excavations for .walls shall extend, be lawful wheji located at least 10 feet
will drive overland to the Estancia drink and be merry, for tomorrow to All
from
any other building.
a good bed or' solid bottom of such
you may be married."
Section to. Buildings not conforming to
character as to provide a saje support lor
valley on their return.
the
requirements
of this ordinance shall
the loads intended to rest hereon,
to
Billy Marling went to Trinidad a depth of not less thari three feet and
below not be moved into the tire limits herein
G. S. Gumaer, formerly of Dendesignated or moved from one place to anany adjoining surface exposed to frost.
ver, made good this week by mov- close a 5,ooo deal.
Roof or Hoot limbers-enterinthe same other within said limits.
e
Necessary small repairs made in
wall from opposite sides shall have at least
ing to Cimarron. Me made severproof buildings existing within the fire
eight inches of solid fire proof ' material
al business trips to the city and
ORDINANCE NO. 16
between the ends of said timbers, and limits put such small repairs shall not, exshall have a bearing of at least tout inches tend to a generai renovation or essential
Tax Levy for Year lyi i.
liked things here better every time
modification of any such buildings and any
Be it ordained by the Board of Trus- and be serf releasing.
finally
he came until he
decided
Section j. The materials used in any such buildings which may hereafter be
tee of the Village of Cimarron:
damaged
to within 50 per cent of the value
building shall be good, sound and free from
that be would not be satisfied unSection i That there be and hereby imperfections whereby
strength thereof shall not be repaired or rebuilt but
their
shall be torn down and removed.
til he made this his home.
is levied and appropriated for the fiscal might be impaired.
Section 11. Whenever in the opinion of
Section 6. All wood work shall be kepi
year ending March 31st. 1912, upon each
free from flues or chimneys.
George Shelton, Ernest Simpson and every dollar of the
A" chim- the Board of Trustees of the Village any
building or structure or part of either,
assessed valuation neys shall be of best fire resistiag
and Ev Howard of Tucumcari, of all property, real, personal and mixed, with walls at least eight inchesmaterial
thick. within the corporate limits is in a dangerit shall be lawful for the
were in the city Wednesday on situated within the corporate limits of the Every chimnev not forming part of the ous condition
Board of Trustees to require the owner or
wall shall be built from the ground
their way to Ouesta where they Village of Cimarron, and subject to taxaof
The use of stovepipe, except for the lessee such building or structure to miKi
for Territorial,
County and Village purpose of connecting stoves with chim- such repairs or take such steps as shall be
are going after trout. They were tion
purposes, a tax of five mills for General ney openings in the same room, is abso- - necessary for the public safety.
in charge of '"Dad" Wallace, who Expense Fund of said Village
Section 12. . Any violation of this ortlifor the purnance shall be punishable by a tine not
has more friends in Tucumcari than pose of defraying the expenses of the Vilexceeding (too or by imprisonment not
exceeding go days or by both such line and
the mayor, and he was taking good lage government and a further tax of four
imprisonment and each day that this orcare of the boys, but complained mills for fire protection.
dinance is violated may constitute a sepaNEW
Approved and ordered Published in the
of
his
time to
it taken a great deal
rate offense.
Cimarron News, this 6th day of July, A.
Passed and approved this 7th 'lay of
i i
keep Simpson and Shelton from 1. 1011.
July, A. D. 191 1, and ordered published
fighting all the time.
in the Cimarron News for two consecutive
VV. B. Hicxman, Mayor
SEAL
issues thereof.
K. H. Alpers. Clerk.
I
MRS. LFACH, Proprietress
(SEAL)
W. B. Hickman, Mayor.
F. H. Alpers, Clerk.
Attest:

Kilatric, Ass't.

Mid-Summ-

YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED

J

Dry

Notions

son-in-la-

non-fir-
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NOTICE.
All tresspassing on the UKACA KANCH
Iroperty in Colfax County, New Mexico,
whether for lh'. purpose of hunting, fishint
gathering wild fruit, or cutting fire wood
or any other purpose what so ever, without
permission, is strictly prohibited, and all
such trespassers will be prosecuted to the
full extent of the law.
GEO. H. WEBSTER. Jr.

Dr. Masten and Dr. Bass
all calls out of town Thursday
on account. of the hapenings at the
Oxford. Tommy Vest, the barber
player-expetoot
rt

savory "mulligan"
were not very hungry and there
vere no casualties.
John Livingston has leen very
busy all this week taking orders
He is going after trout
for fish.
the first ol next week. He walked
up to the front door of a house
yesterday morning and rang the
bell. The lady came to the door
and lobnny told her that he was
taking orders for fish; she told
told him there were plenty of
"suckers" coming to the house
every day he drifted, with his
head down wondering what she
meant.
the

HOTEL

New

o recoger fruta silvestre o cortar lena oi
otro fin cualesquiera sin permiso se pro-hib- e
Y todos
estrictamente.
aquellos
quienes trespa-areserán prosecutados al
pleno externo de la ley.

GEO H. WEBSTER,

4

Jr.

ordinancf; no

OPPOSITE DEPOT

WE CARRY A FULL LINE

Of

Coffins

Caskets and
Funeral Supplies
.

"C.

Morrison,

limhalmer

&

Licensed

Funeral Pirector

Telephone or Wire
NOTICE
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture in
Colfax county, whether for the purpose of
hunting, hshing, pulling wild fruit, or cut
ting fire wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prohibited,
and all trespassers will be prosecuted 10
the full extent oi the law.

(Signed)

WILLIAM FRENCH,
Cattle Co.

for W S. Land

AVISO
El trespasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
en el Candado de Coltax con la mira de
cata, pezca. recoger fruta silvestre o
i
After the heavy rain Thursday
maeera soca, o para cualesquiera otro
evening the Gazette came out with fin sin permiso; se prohibe estrictamente
an extra large red scare head, say- y aquellos que asi traspasaren serán proseing that on account of so much cutados al lleno de It ley.
(Krimado) WILLIAM FRENCH,
Por la Compañía de Reces del W. S.

Cimarron Furniture
Company

ALPER'S
EXPRESS

cor-ta-

!

General

Blacksmithing

ORDINANCE NO. 14
An ordinance establishing fir limits ancU
regulating the character and construe-- '
lion of buildings therein.
Be it ordained by Ihe Board of Trustees
of the Village of Cimarron,
Block) numbered 14, '35.16,
Section
7
.if- j'. J4- 44, 4S 67,68. v $5, 89.I
as
per the official plat of tbe
job, and 107
Village of Cimarron, are hereby declarad
to be and include the fire limits of the Village and it shall be unlawful to construct,
repair, alter, or add to any building or
other structure within said fire limits ex-cap! in compliance with the provisions of
'

1

--

Horsesboeinif a specialty.
Fila tbe shoe- to the foot,
not the toot to tbe shoe.
-

(

iinglni m

spools hest ilk thread
Two spools Best cotton thread.
Four spools
rwinjr thread.
B. V. I), shirt and drawers
Porosknit shirt and drawers
Headlight or Sit nal overall . . .
Beat 50c men's work shirt.
--

.

lit-s- t

.

.

.

.

Cerne and see for yourself.

MATKIN'S
material other than walls and ceilings and
when placed lesa than three fe-- t from any
wall or ceiling shall be thoroughly insulated therefrom with adequate and sufficient
fire proof material.
Any such lamp or
generator which shall at any time be found
in a dangerous condition or position shall
be disconnected or removed.
All moving picture machines shall be
enclosed in substantial tire proof booths
not less than five by five by six feet which
shall be so constructed that fire from within cannot be communicated to the outside.
The openings, except otie for ventilation,
one for operator's view, and one through
which the pictures are projected, hall lie
automatically closing and be kept closed at
all times. The openings for ventilation,
operator's view, and through which the
pictures are projected shall not be more
than 11 inches square and' shall have gravity doors held open only by fusible fastenings so placed or connected that fire within will immediately melt the same
All
electrical apparatus used in connection
with moving picture machines shall' be
substantially constructed and thoroughly
insulated.
Section 4. Before installing any vapor
gas apparatus, lamps, or moving picture
machines, applicationfshall
be made to
the Board of Trustees of the Village for
a permit which shall be issued in every
case where the plans for such installation
conform with this ordinance.
The hoard
of Trastees of the Village shall require the
inspection of all buildings within the fire
limits wherein explosives and inflammables are kept or handled and the inspection
of vapor gas apparatus, lamps and moving
picture machine.-- , installed in said limits,
and may charge for such inspection and
for the issuing of permits as herein provided for, an amount not to exceed the
actual cost thereof.
Section j. Any violation of this ordinance shall be punishable by line of not to
exceed fioo or by imprisonment for not to
exceed go days or by both such fine and
imprisonment, and each day's violation of
this ordinance shall constitute a separate

Agent for

Butterick

Patterns

Passed and approved this 7th day of
A. I). iQit, and orderedpublished
in the Cimarron N"vr: for two consecutive
issues thereof.
(SEAL)
W. B Hickman, Mayor.
Attest:
F. H. Alpers, Clerk

Jr'y,

CIMARRON
Colfax County,

New Mexico.

ASK
Hie Man Who
Lives There.

offense.

feet from any other building or structure.
Section 2. It shall be unlawful to bring
into or keep within the tire limits of the
Village any kerosene, gasolene, naptha,
benzine or other bf the light products of
petroleum except in the quantities hereinafter provided for and in accordance with
provisions.
the following
to wit: I
barrel of kerosene, and 10 gallons of gaso
lene may be kept, in a tightly covered metal receptacle uo larger than necessary
and free from leak, io each building occupancy within the fire limits.
120 gaissns 01 gasolene may be kept in
a steel tank buried at least
feet under
ground and situated not less than 5 feet
from the outer walls of any building
(iasolene and and kerosene from such
tanks shall only be conveyed into any
buildings by means of properly constructed pumpb designed fur that purpose or in
metal safety cant, free from leak and of
not to exceed five gallons capacity.
60 gallons of gasolene or kerosene may be
sept in fire proof buildings ventilated and
locked and used for no other purpose and
situated not less than to feet from any
other building or structure. Gasolene may
be Kept in the usual small tanks of automobiles when 'ree from leak.
Naptha and benzine ami other light
dncts of putroleum may lie xept ou ground
Hoors.in tightly clovd metal receptacles no
larger than necessary, in quantities not
exceeding five gallons of each.
Kerosene, gasolene and other light pro- ducts of petroleum may be kept in larger
untile outside of the fire limits when
under lock ami Key in tire prool
buildings used for no other purpose, hav- ing metal doors and situated not less than
5o feet from any other building or strut-

'WILLTOM'
Automatic Self Cleaning
Table Lamp
Consuming only one quart of
stove gasoline in
ten hours.
No smoke, no
odor, no wicks to trim or
c himneys to clean.
At a price
in reach of all.
common

400

CANDLE POWER

"On display and sold by
Cimarron Hardware Company
The "Diamond Kdire" Store

-

All kinds of Freight
and Express delivered.
(Juick
service, prices
,

reasonable.

A. C. HOOVER

m.

An ordinance regulating the storage and
handling of explosives and inflammables
J. and the instalation of vapor, lighting apparatus and moving picture machines.
Be it ordained by tbe Board of Trustees
of the Village of Cimarron:
Section 1. It shall be unlawful to bring
into or keep within the fire limits of the
Village of Cimarron any dynamite, giant
or other high expowder, nitro-glyceri- n
plosive or more than 5 pounds of gun
powder or more than 2,000 pounds of fixed
ammunition, and all gun powder, and fixed
ammunition shall be xept on the first or
ihe street floor. Explosives in larger quantities and packed in proper receptacles may
be stored, under Iock and key in fire proof
structures with metal doors, used solely for
this purpose and situated not less than 500

Family Trade Solicited

of hand
bicycle rider-sleigperformer, took charge of the restaurant that day and cooked dinner
AVISO
for all who would eat. Owing to it
El trespasar sobre la propriedad
de
time
since the RANCHO de la URACA, en el Condado
being only a short
Fourth the guests invited to par- de Colfax sea ya con el fin de cazar pecan
of
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Ladies and Gents Clothes
Cleaned
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Dyed and

Pressed at
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hire-Al- l

OXFORD

open heating devices, open lights, ex-- I
posed electrical connections and tin pro-tected glass enclosed light-- are prohibited
where explosives and lullanimables are
1
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